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Abstract
An analytical approximation for the crushing resistance of flanged semi-circular plates
subjected to localized in-plane loadings has been derived. Small-scale experiments were
conducted to validate the theoretical results. The loading was applied quasi-statically by a
cylindrical indenter at the symmetry line of the plate.
This work provides a consistent computational model which leads to a theoretical predic-
tion of the load-deflection characteristics. It provides the link between the two phases of
the plate response: pre-failure (in the sense of maximum load) and post-failure phases.
During the pre-failure phase, the plate undergoes pre-buckling, buckling, and post-buck-
ling stages. Once the point of maximum strength is reached in the post-buckling stage, the
post-failure phase starts. This process is characterized by rapidly falling load due to plastic
folding with large strains (up to rupture strain of the material) and large rotations of plate
elements. Energy methods are used to analyze the elastic pre- and post-buckling response
of the plate. Ultimate strength is calculated, using the membrane yield criterion. Limit
analysis, applied incrementally up to large displacements and rotations, is employed in the
post-failure range.
The analytical predictions were compared to the experimental results and shown to over-
estimate the peak force by about 15%. A comparison of the crushing loads in the post-fail-
ure phase was also made between the analytical model and test results. The correlation is
within -5% to +17% depending on the indenter's radius. Possible causes of discrepancies
are commented upon and a preliminary discussion on an alternative model is presented.
Finally, indentation tests of flanged rectangular plates are described. This experimental
study revealed good correlation with analytical results independently developed by Choi
et. al. Their model predicts loads only 5-15% higher than experimental results.
The findings of this study prove important in the understanding of the overall ability of
vehicle structures, such as ships, submarines, and aircraft, to withstand local damage dur-
ing accidental loads. For example, the flanged rectangular plate model characterizes the
behavior in the flat bottom region of both conventional and unidirectionally stiffened dou-
ble hull ships during grounding accidents. The flanged circular plate model describes the
behavior in the bilge area and provides estimates of the strength of submarine bulkheads
in collisions or aircraft fuselages subject to crash landings.
Thesis Supervisor: Tomasz Wierzbicki
Title: Professor of Applied Mechanics, Department of Ocean Engineering
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 The Need for Study of Flanged Circular and Rectangular Plates
For years, the commercial shipbuilding industry has operated under a set of design
standards which are meant to ensure the safe operation of vessels under normal operating
conditions. To date, still, ship design practices do not take into account extreme loads such
as large impact forces and concentrated loads due to collision and grounding accidents.
With the increased carrying capacity of tank vessels (more than 500,000 DWT for the
Very Large Crude Carriers), the dangers of transporting large amounts of oil, chemicals,
and other hazardous bulk cargos cannot be ignored anymore. Large oil spills and environ-
mental and ecological adverse effects when grounding or collision accidents occur have
become a pressing problem.
Now, the maritime industry which came under severe public scrutiny in the aftermath
of the grounding of the tanker EXXON VALDEZ in Alaska's Prince William Sound, is
forced to address the issue of vessel performance in grounding and collision. In the United
States, this spill lead to increased government regulation through the passage of the Oil
Pollution Act of 1990 (OPA 90) mandating that petroleum product cargo ships operating
in U.S. waters will be of double hull construction, or designs of equivalent protection, by
January 1, 2015.
OPA 90, along with the ever increasing environment importance, triggered a tremen-
dous amount of research activity in the international community. One major research con-
tribution is the Joint MIT-Industry Project on Tanker Safety launched on July 1, 1992 in
the Department of Ocean Engineering at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. The
overall objective of the program has been to develop extensive theoretical and experimen-
tally-validated engineering knowledge in the area of structural mechanics necessary to
assess the extent of grounding damage to oil tankers for a variety of hull types and ground-
ing scenarios. The interested reader is refered to Wierzbicki, Yahiaoui, and Sinmao (1994)
for the details of the research activities within the project.
The ability of a ship to withstand damage during grounding accidents (which trans-
lates directly into tons of oil outflowing in the ocean) depends greatly on the crushing
strength of the ship's hull. The crushing strength of the hull comes from a resistance to the
longitudinal cutting/tearing of the bottom plating and supporting stiffeners as well as from
vertical indentation into longitudinal and transverse framing. The present work addresses
the initiation of local damage due to vertical indentation.
1.2 Previous Work
Consistent with the distinction between the two aspects of the damage process,
described above, the publications dealing with the mechanics of ship grounding can be
divided into two categories: Those studying cutting of plates by a wedge and those
devoted to vertical indentation of a punch into a plate or stiffened panel.
Quasi-static and drop-hammer tests in which a rigid rounded-nose wedge was pushed
into a plate along an axis parallel to the plate surface have been performed by Akita et al.
(1972), Akita and Kitamura (1972), Vaughan (1979, 1980), Woisin (1982), Jones and
Jouri (1987), Goldfinch (1986), Prentice (1986), and Lu and Calladine (1990). This type
of research has been proven useful in identifying some important factors which control the
resistance force in grounding, including plate thickness, cut length, and ultimate stress of
the material. Vaughan (1978), applied the results of the plate cutting experiment to the
grounding resistance of ships, following an earlier idea by Minorsky (1959). He postu-
lated that the energy absorption during the grounding process can be approximated by the
total volume of damage and proportionality constants determined empirically from the
data of Akita and Kitamura (1972). Recently, at MIT several aspects related to this type of
research have been extensively studied from the theoretical and experimental point of
view. Numerous reports were published during the period from July 1992 to July 1995
under the Joint MIT-Industry Project on Tanker Safety.
The second category of experiments in which a rigid punch was pressed into a stiff-
ened plate along an axis normal to the plate surface are exemplified by the work of Ueda et
al. (1978), Arita and Aoki (1985), and Ito et al. (1984, 1985, 1986). Finite element analy-
ses were also performed and the two approaches were correlated with good results.
At MIT a theoretical/experimental study was initiated by Culberston-Driscoll (1992)
to analytically predict local crushing of flat rectangular flanged plates. A simple model
was developed in which the plastic behavior of deforming web girders was viewed as a
sequence of "frozen" deformation modes where the plastic zone size was treated as a
parameter. Goksoyr (1994) performed a very thorough numerical study of the elastic
buckling and the plastic crushing deformation modes using the finite element code
ABAQUS. Tests on local crushing of flat rectangular flanged plates were run by Yahiaoui
et al. (1994). Based on the results of the numerical and experimental work, Choi et al.
(1994) modified and improved the solution proposed by Culberston-Driscoll (1992). Their
new model predicting the load-deflection of a flat rectangular flanged plate subjected to
local in-plane crushing loads showed values only 5-15% higher than experimental results.
These results showed that a relatively simple analytical solution provides an accuracy at
least equal to or surpassing the one of finite element solution.
1.3 Aim of Present Study
The objective of this work is to assess the crushing behavior of flanged semi-circular
plates under localized in-plane loadings. A consistent computational model which leads to
a theoretical prediction of the load-deflection characteristics is developed. The curved
geometry is of great importance in the study of crushing strength of ships in the surround-
ings of the bilge area (See Figs. 1.1 and 1.2). Such types of damage could occur while
under way, docking, maneuvering, turning, and drifting due to loss of steering, power, etc.
This work, will also find a direct application in submarines and aircraft structures. It
provides an estimate of the strength of submarine bulkheads in collisions and of aircraft
fuselages subject to crash landings.
Small-scale experiments are conducted to validate the theoretical results. Both semi-
circular and rectangular flanged plates are tested. The results from the rectangular flanged
plates tests are compared to the analytical findings independently developed by Choi et al
(1994).
Figure 1.1: Photograph of Damaged Ship Bilge Area
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Chapter 2
Circular Flanged Plates - Pre-failure Analysis
In this chapter, the load-deformation characteristics for a flanged semi-circular plate
subject to localized in-plane loadings (Fig. 2.1) is derived. The load case considered is a
quasi-static indentation by a cylindrical indenter, approximated analytically by a knife-
edge loading. The diametral edge of the bulkhead is fully clamped. The circumferential
edge is assumed constrained by the flange to only in-plane motions.
The response of the plate consists of two phases; before and after maximum load (here
called pre-failure and post-failure phases). In the pre-failure phase, the load is increasing
up to the point of maximum strength; rotations are moderately large, but the strains remain
small. During this phase (refer to Fig. 2.2), the plate undergoes pre-buckling (OA), buck-
ling (point A), and post-buckling (AB) stages. Near the point of membrane yielding the
load is a maximum (point C), and the out-of-plane pattern of deformation becomes con-
stant. This marks the beginning of the post-failure (DE) phase. This process is character-
ized by rapidly falling loads due to plastic folding, with large strains (up to the rupture
strain of the material) and large rotations of plate elements.
Energy methods are used to analyze the elastic pre- and post-buckling response of the
plate. Ultimate strength is calculated, using the membrane yield criterion. Limit analysis
(Prager, 1959), applied incrementally up to large displacements and rotations is employed
in the post-failure range. This leads to a theoretical prediction of the load-deformation
characteristics and provides the link between the two phases of the plate response.
In what follows, the pre-failure phase of the plate is analyzed. Each stage of the defor-
mation process is quantified. Critical parameters such as the buckling load "Pcr" and the
membrane yielding load "Pu" are derived. The membrane yielding load represents the
force level at which the membrane yield occurs and is assumed to be the point at which the
pre-failure phase ends and the post-failure phase begins. This applies to the materials and
geometries in proportions comparable to those of the ship bilge area. A complete analysis
of the post-failure phase is undertaken in Chapter 4.
2.1 Displacement Field
In applying energy methods (Timoshenko and Woinowsky-Krieger, 1959), one must
first assume suitable displacement fields. The expressions for these fields will contain
some arbitrary parameters, the magnitudes of which are found for minimum elastic strain
energy or limit load.
Experiments give invaluable information regarding the deformation patterns that take
place in the structure. The experimental observations are used in postulating the displace-
ment field and in developing computational models.
2.1.1 Experimental Observations
Fig. 2.3, shows photographs of crushed experimental specimen. As revealed by the
photographs, the deformation initially is primarily within a bounded region. As the inden-
tation process progresses, the lateral extent of the bounded region or "deformed zone"
remains constant during all tests. Outside of the initial deformed zone, the plate undergoes
small but increasing bending along the ridge lines 'OD' and 'OE' as depicted in Fig. 2.4.
The lateral extent of the deformed zone is indicated by ý. It is considered to be an
unknown of the process. The curves 'AB', 'BC', 'AC', and 'AOC' represent the bending
ridge lines within the deformed zone. Details of the experimental investigation are pre-
sented in Chapter 5.
2.1.2 Simplified Two-degree-of-freedom Model
Based on the above experimental observations, a simple two-degree-of-freedom
model of the circular flanged plate was developed. Fig. 2.5, shows the assumed model
geometry. As indicated, the curved bending ridge lines are approximated by the straight
lines 'AB', 'BC', 'AC', 'AO', and 'OC'. Also, piece-wise flat plane surfaces are used to
approximate the curved areas 'ABC' and 'AOC'. Moreover, during the pre-failure range,
the small amount of bending outside of the deformed zone is neglected. That is, if 1 is the
boundary of the deforming zone then:
u = v = w-0 at F
where u, v, and w are the displacements in the x, y, and z directions respectively.
The deformation itself, within the constrained zone, consists of in-plane compression
and out-of-plane bending. The maximum in-plane displacement is represented by uo and
the maximum out-of-plane displacement by wo0 . Displacement uo occurs at the point of
application of the compressive load P. When buckling occurs, it is assumed (as shown in
Fig. 2.6) that the upper and lower zones within the deformed zone of the model rotate with
respect to each other and deform in such a way that the out-of-plane displacement field
w (x, y) takes the form of a 'pyramid' with four lines of slope discontinuities. Out-of-
plane displacement wo occurs at the junction between the upper and lower zones. At this
junction, the in-plane displacement is u*. wo and u* are arbitrary parameters. Their mag-
nitudes as function of uo are determined in the next Section.
Note, as shown in Fig. 2.5, the upper zone of the deformed region (where
11 5 x 5 1 + X) extends a distance 2 laterally and a distance X transversely while the
lower zone (where 0 < x5 Ti ) extends a same distance 2 laterally and a distance i1
transversely. The distances X and rl are related geometrically to ý through the radius R of
the circular plate as follows:
S(~) = R-R - (2.1)
2 2
= R 2(> (2.2)R+
Consult Appendix A. I1 on page 135 for detailed derivation of Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2).
Using all above assumptions, a particular form of the three components of the dis-
placement field u (x, y) , v (x, y) , and w (x, y) are postulated. u, v, and w are the dis-
placement in x, y, and z directions respectively. As shown in Appendix A.2 on page 136,
the displacement field can be expressed by the following equations:
u*(-- + ) ;for 0•x•<1
u (x,) + u*( + x + ; for 5 x:rl+ (2.3)
v (x, y) = 0 ;everywhere (2.4)
;for 0_xirl
(2.5)
;for iix_<ri+
2.2 Strain Field
From the theory of moderately large displacements of plates, the strain-displacement
relations are found to be:
1 1
• = 2 (uj p + U ) + ww (2.6)
Eq. (2.6) is written in indicial notation and reduces explicitly to the following three equa-
tions
= U 21 w x)
av
y +
=1(u +v)+ 1 w Dw
Ex= 2F, x 2 1x ay
The above equations used in conjunction with the postulated displacement field (Eqs.
(2.3), (2.4), and (2.5)) yields a complete description of the strain field.
Appendix A.3 on page 138 shows the detail of the calculations. The three components
of the strain field ex , y , and Exy are given by:
w (x, y) =
xy
-ý t
r i
+
aw
ay
1 1 2U* +-W 2 ;for O_<xrl
1 1 21x (2.7)
uo + ýu + -iWo ; for -+x_<rl+
1 2
2 ;for O<x:5i
Ex = 2(2.9)
u* + .1 W2o ;for rl5 xrl+
Note that the components of the strain tensor depend only on the known radius of the
plate, and unknown in-plane displacements uo and u*, out-of-plane displacement wo0 ,
and parameter of the process ý. Keep in mind that X and rl are geometrically related to 5
through Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2).
2.3 Primary and Secondary Equilibrium Paths
In what follows, we make use of Wierzbicki and Huang (1991) and Geiger (1989) for-
mulation. They determined the equilibrium path of a crushed box column by using the
principal of virtual work.
However, one needs to point out as stated by McClintock and Argon (1966) that for
small strains and displacements, there is an upper bond theorem for the elastic stiffness
when a complete displacement field is postulated. In the present analysis, as usually done,
we neglect through thickness stresses and displacements to end up with a simpler dis-
placement field to use in finding the energies. Strictly speaking this is not an upper bond,
but experience has shown that such fields give good approximations.
Considering half of our model (because of symmetry) and defining -I to be the total
potential energy, P the total compressive force, and Um and Ub the membrane and bending
energies respectively, we get
- (Uo, Wo) = Um ( uO, W O) + Ub ( uO,' w) - u0  (2.10)
The calculation of Um and Ub are carried out in Appendix A.4 on page 140. The final
result is given by the following:
Et 4  2 2 2 2
Um 2Et CW- v 2 ) + C2u 0 + C3u*w0+ C4 * 0 +C 5 *2 + C602] (2.11)2 (1 - V2 )
Et 2
Ub = 24( V2 ) C7WO (2.12)24 (1 - v2  (
where E and v denote, respectively, the Young's modulus and the Poisson's ratio and t the
thickness of the plate. The coefficients Ci (i = 1, ... , 7 ) all depend on geometric
parameters only, the radius R, and the unknown of the process, ý. For exact expression of
the coefficients, consult Appendix A.4 on page 140.
It should be pointed out that the present model gives a good approximation of the
membrane energy, but a less accurate approximation of the bending energy. This is due to
the fact that we had to smooth-out the edges of the 'pyramid' in the bending energy calcu-
lation because slope discontinuities are not admissible in elastic structures. Details perti-
nent to the smoothening process are described in Appendix A.4 on page 140.
Making use of Eqs. (2.11) and (2.12), the total potential energy defined by Eq. (2.10)
reduces to the following expression
Et [Clwo4
2(1 - v 2)
+ C5u*
2 + C6u 2
aH
condition 8 a11 -  uoauo
+ C2  + C3 u*w 0 + C4 u*u 0
+ Et 3  Co 2 1Pu24 (1 - v 2) - 2
an+ al u**au* 0+ S 8w o = 0 applied to theawo
above expression, gives rise to a system of three nonlinear algebraic equations relating P,
uo , u*, and wo as follows:
al _ Et C2WO2
2uo (1 -v 2)
C4 u* + 2C6u 0 - P = 02=
which reduces to
and
Et
2 (1 -v 2)
2  
= 0
IC3 C4Uo+2C5u* = 0
which reduces to
= C3 2 C4
2C5 Fro 2C5&
S(uo, Wo) =
The equilibrium
S= Et [C22 + C4u*
(1 - v2)
+ 2C 6 u0o (2.13)
and
(2.14)
an Et [4Cw 3  E 2Ctu3l- _ Et 4CWo + 2C2uoW + 2C3u.Wo] + Et3  CW 0
Wo  2 (1 - v2 ) 12 (1 - v 2) 0
which reduces to
WO[4 C1WO 2+2 C 2UO+ 2 C 3 U*+C7] = (2.15)
Now, using the optimal value of the in-plane displacement u* given by Eq. (2.14) in
Eqs. (2.13) and (2.15), the following system of two non-linear equations in uo and wo is
found:
Et
1 -v2 [I 2C6
C42
2C 5
Suo + C2
SC 5 04  2
2C 5 'WO
(2.16)
and
WO [4Ci C3.2 `wO 2 + 2C 2C5 )
SC 3 C4  C7t t
C5 ) 6
From Eq. (2.17), one can identify two distinct solutions for the out-of-plane displace-
ment wo as function of the in-plane displacement u0 .
The first solution,
wo = 0
for all uo, defines the in-plane elastic or primary equilibrium path.
The second one,
(2.17)
4C 32 2 2C C4 7 t2 =
Sor
or
2 -
wo
C7t 2
6
4 6 32 
(2.18)
defines the buckled elastic or secondary equilibrium path.
Now, one can write the final expression for the primary equilibrium path by inserting
the value of wo = 0 into Eq. (2.16) and letting P, stand for the primary equilibrium path
load. And the final expression for the secondary equilibrium path by inserting Eq. (2.18)
in (2.16) and letting P11 denote the secondary equilibrium path load. The final result is
given by the following two equations;
S Et C4J
I 1- v 22C6 2C4- 5u 0 (2.19)
2
Et C42
P =  V 2C6  2
" -1 -v2 6 L
C7 C2 C2 C4t2 2C 5  (2.20)
S 4C (2.20)
5
where the coefficients Ci ; (i = 1, ... , 7 ) are as follows:
1 1 + 1 1 1 _ 1, 1 1
C( + + -+ - + -a 8 3 8 3 4 • 8 3  8 3 4 -
1 - Iv
2 2 22
1 1C () -=
5 1 +I 1 lvT 1 1 X 1 vX
C 5 ()= + + +2 l 4 4 + 2 +4 4 5
1 0
C6= 2 .
C (+ + 2 +- +7 3 3 "i x3  3
Using energy methods, we have succeeded with a simple two-degree-of-freedom
model to identify, as the parameter ý changes, a family of primary and secondary equilib-
rium curves given by Eqs. (2.19) and (2.20).
Now, we will make use of dimensionless parameters to get a generalized description of
the process. Working from the dimensionless equations, pre-buckling, buckling, and post-
buckling stages of the pre-failure phase will be quantified by tracking how the parameter
r changes.
An appropriate dimensionless parameter for the unknown of the process ý is
(2.21)R
where R is the radius of the circular plate.
Two more dimensionless parameters shall be defined as
- PR
P = (2.22)D
and
- uR
u = (2.23)
t2
where t is the thickness of the plate and D is the flexural rigidity of the plate defined by the
following expression:
Et3D=
12(1 
-v 2)
With the above definitions, a dimensionless form of Eq. (2.19) is given by:
-2
C4P, = 12 2C 6 -'
2C 5
and a dimensionless form of Eq. (2.20) by:
(2.24)
(2C3 C4
I2 - __
- 2 2C5
--2
4C1 C3 1
5 -
S2C7 C2
U0 C-2C4 C I - C 5
The step by step derivation is shown in Appendix A.5 on page 145 along with the
expressions for the parameters Ci ; (i = 1, ... , 7 ) .
PH = 12II-
-2
C4
2C52C6
2C5 4
(2.25)
2.4 Pre-buckling Stage
Fig. 2.7, shows a family of load-deflection curves in the pre-buckling stage for several
values of C. Clearly, there exists a value of ý for which the stiffness of the plate is mini-
mum. It is this value of C that will govern the pre-buckling stage (plate remains in-plane)
of the deformation process. The structure, therefore, follows the primary equilibrium path
corresponding to the minimum stiffness. To determine which path it is and the correspond-
ing value of C, the dimensionless stiffness of the plate as function of the parameter ý is
plotted in Fig. 2.8. The lowest stiffness occurs when • = 1. Hence, the deformed zone
extents to the entire plate during the in-plane elastic phase (pre-buckling).
A limit analysis as C approaches the value 1, gives the following:
lim = 1; lim 1T = 0; lim C6 - 2
limC 4 =-1 ; lim C5 = + ;
and
-2)
C4Stiffeness of Primary Path = lim 12 2C 6 - = 12 ;
C-4 1 2C 5
Finally the primary equilibrium path is described by:
P, = 12u 0  (2.26)
and
= 1 (2.27)
2.5 Buckling Point
Fig. 2.9, shows the pre-buckling load-deformation curve given by Eq. (2.26) and a
family of post-buckling curves for several values of • given by Eq. (2.25). The locus of
the bifurcation loads as ý varies from 0 to 1 is plotted in Fig. 2.10. The lowest bifurcation
load (called here Pcr) is obtained at ( = 0.75, and is assumed to characterize the onset of
buckling. It represents the end of the in-plane phase (primary equilibrium path) and the
beginning of the buckled phase (secondary equilibrium path).
As seen in Fig. 2.10, the buckling load Pcr is:
Pcr = 24 (2.28)
and the corresponding critical in-plane displacement (o)cr is:
(o cr = 2 (2.29)
The above results are found by first equating Eqs. (2.25) and (2.26) and solving for
uo)cr as function of ý. Then, second by using this result in Eq. (2.26) and minimizing
with respect to ý.
As depicted in Fig. 2.11, the onset of buckling leads to an immediate drop in axial
stiffness to about 0.6 of the pre-buckling stiffness. In order to check the validity of our
approximate solution, we compared our result with the exact values of 0.5 and 0.408 for
rectangular plates loaded in compression by a distributed force with edges kept straight
and edges free to wave, respectively (Rhodes, 1989). As seen, our approximate value
compares favorably well with the exact ones given the different nature of the problem at
hand.
2.6 Post-buckling Stage
Referring to Fig. 2.9, and focussing on the secondary equilibrium path given by:
PH = 12
C3 C42C7 c2 -2 C5
we see, as the axial shortening increases, a further reduction in the plate stiffness. The
load-deflection curve follows the envelope of a family of straight lines with various values
of ý = I/R. Fig. 2.12, shows the final result for both the primary equilibrium and sec-
ondary equilibrium paths.
The present model predicts that the assumed 'pyramid' shape for w (x, y) in the post-
buckling stage reduces gradually in size. As the loading progresses, ý decreases continu-
ously from () cr = 0.75 (onset of buckling) to ( ) u corresponding to the membrane
yield of the material. Soon after the membrane yield is reached, the plate would have
exhausted most of its load carrying capacity. We identify the force corresponding to the
membrane yield as the ultimate strength of the plate Pu, and is assumed to characterize
the end of the secondary equilibrium path.
2.7 Membrane Yield
As stated above, with increasing axial indentation, the plate material will yield. In this
section, we identify the most stressed part of the material and calculate the corresponding
value of (C) u.
22- C3 C4
- 2 C2 22C -C 2 56 - - 32C5 C3
L ~ 4C1 - 5
Assuming that the plate yields due to membrane stresses alone, the plane stress yield
condition applies (Ugural, 1981):
2 2 2
a x -a (xy + a + 3 oxy = Y0 (2.30)
where o0 is the yield strength of the material.
At the commencement of yielding, Eq. (2.30) can be expressed in terms of the compo-
nents of the strain tensor by making use of Hook's law for plane stress (Crandall and Dahl,
1959):
F
Sy
a XY
E
x - 1 -- V2 (Ex + VEy)
E
1- -2 ( Ey + VEx)
E
1+v Ex y
(2.31)
The corresponding equation by inserting (2.31) in (2.30) takes the following form:
E 2
(1 - v 2) 2 (E+ve2 )E2
+ 2 (Ey + VEx)
(1 -v 2 )
E 2
- 2 (X + Ey)(1-V 2)
2 E2  2
+3 2xy =(1 +v) 2 xy
2 + a3E
2 ExEy 3 xy = KE
(Ey + VEx)
a 0
That is:
2 2)Ex + }y
where
(2.32)
V2 -V+ 1
= (1 - v2) 2
v 2 - 4v + 1
2 (1 - 2) 2
3
a3 = 2
(1 +v)
Using the expressions of u* and wo as function of uo (Eqs. (2.14) and (2.18)) in Eqs.
(2.7), (2.8), and (2.9), one can conveniently express the axial and shear strains as follows:
= D uo + D2S(DI*) u0 4
Ey = D 3u0 + D 4 =
;for 0 x5rl
-D 2* ;for il x<r5 +X
(D 3*) u0 + D4*
-Exy D5uo + D6(Ds*) u0 +
; everywhere
;for 05 x5l
.D 6* ;for ril<xrl+X
where the parameters Di ( t) ; (i = 1, ... , 6 ) and Di* ( ý) ; (i = 1, ... , 6 )
in Appendix A.6 on page 147.
Now, Eqs. (2.33), (2.34), and (2.35) in Eq. (2.32) for the case where 0 < x 5 T1 leads
the following quadratic equation in uo:
Au2 + Buo + [C - 2 = 0
(2.33)
(2.34)
(2.35)
are given
where
(2.36)
A = alD12 + D 32) -a 2D D3 + a3D 52
B = 2a 1 (D 1D 2 + D3 D4 ) -a2 (D1 D 4 + D 2D 3) + 2a 3D5D 6
C = a( D22 + D 42) -a 2D 2D4 +a 3D 62
This result is also valid for the case where rl 5 x 5 rj + X. One need only to replace the
parameters Di (0) ; (i = 1, ..., 6 ) by their counterpart Di* (0) ; (i = 1, ..., 6 ) .
A dimensionless form of Eq. (2.36) is given in Appendix A.6 on page 147. The final
result is function of the slenderness ratio parameter 3 defined by 3 =-- - and takes
the following form:
-- 2 --- - 1
Auo + Buo + C(- = 0 (2.37)
The two roots (UO)u, 1 and ( u, 2 of Eq. (2.37) define the yield locus. The corre-
sponding loads plotted as function of (, delimit a yield surface (Fig. 2.13). Inside this sur-
face, membrane yielding does not occur. Hence, the intersection of the secondary
equilibrium path (shown in dotted lines) with the boundary of the yield locus is the point
at which membrane yielding occurs. Fig. 2.14, shows the final result for the case where
Trix5i+ X.
These two results are for a slenderness parameter f = 0.2315. This value corre-
sponds to the one of the specimens used in the experimental investigation. In this example,
clearly, the upper zone of the model where 11 5 x < ri + X will yield first. The correspond-
ing non-dimensional ultimate force P3 and extent of the deformed zone ý are:
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Chapter 3
Circular Flanged Plates - Effect of Initial Imperfections
In the preceding chapter, the plate has been considered to be perfectly flat before load
application. Due to structural imperfections and welding distortions, the plate at hand is
initially imperfect. In the present chapter, we will investigate the influence of these initial
imperfections on the behavior of the structure.
The analysis is carried out following the same logic as in Chapter 2. First, the displace-
ment and strain fields are revisited to include the effect of the initial imperfections. Subse-
quently, membrane and bending energies are derived from the strain field. Finally, making
use of energy methods, the load-deflection curve is determined as function of imperfection
magnitudes.
3.1 Displacement and Strain Fields
In addition to the displacement fields u (x, y) , v (x, y) , and w (x, y) established in
Section 2.1 on page 17, we have an additional function w (x, y) representing the initial
deviation from the perfectly flat shape. For simplicity, ýi (x, y) is assumed to be of the
same form of the displacement mode w (x, y) with a maximum deflection 0vo (Fig. 3.1).
Also, imperfections are introduced only in the transverse direction. There are no imperfec-
tions in the in-plane direction.
The new term describing the initial imperfection is given by
/
w (x, y) =
;for O<xr-
;for rl<_xrl +1
The entire displacement field is therefore described by the following four functions:
;for O<x<5l
+4
v (x, y) = 0
for 1 x r +
;everywhere
;for 0<x5rl
;for rlix5rl +
;for Ox•'rl
;for rl !xrl +
From the theory of moderately large displacement of plates and the above postulated
displacement field, one can derive the strain field with initial imperfections effect as fol-
lows:
u (x,y) = {
w xWo
w (x, y) =
wi (x, Y)
,( ,yt
wo 0 x y h+rlh
u* . x +
uo + rl+- .• ,
Y)
WO Xh Y +~!
xx Ye1h
1 1
E =p 2 (ua,p+ Uj) +2 (Wa W'p - wi, iV')
Du
ax
av
, =-yy
S=1 au
x'2 F y
1 -(Dw)2 (2 l
2 a \y By
+v 1(
+x 2
The detailed derivation is presented in Appendix B.1 on page 153 and the final result is:
11 + 1211
1 1+
-2 +2
2 - 2WO -WO)
w+ wo - WO
E8 = 2 W2
-2)
;for 05xjrl
;for l _5x<ri +
; everywhere
;for O<x<rl
(3.3)
;for rl 5x<rl +X
We also need to introduce a curvature field with initial imperfection effect given by,
_[aX 2•% = ax-x ( w - iv )
Exy
That is
Ex {
(3.1)
(3.2)
1 *
1
1
u* i
1( w2 -2)
+ W o - W o
= (w- ýv), ao
3.2 Load-displacement Curve
The load-displacement curve is derived using the principal of virtual work as intro-
duced in Chapter 2. The potential energy, II, written as a function of the membrane and
bending energies is minimized to lead to a set of two nonlinear algebraic equations. The
solution of these equations describes the behavior of the structure in terms of a load-dis-
placement curve.
The membrane and bending energies are derived in the same manner as for the case of
no initial imperfections. Using the strain field result (Eqs. (3.1), (3.2), and (3.3)) in the
expressions for the membrane and bending energies, and the following expressions for the
average curvatures
(K. wo- wo
XX) avg WO 2 ; for O x <•1i
(lx)avg
(i,1) avg 2 W ; for T1 <x 11 + X
W0 -- WO
(K)avg 2
one gets, as detailed in Appendix B.2 on page 156, the following result for the membrane
and bending energies with initial imperfections:
Et 2 - 2 2 2 2
Um = 2(1-v 2) C1(O - W O) + Czuo 0( -w o
+ C3U*• ( wO - 02 + C 4u*uo0 + C 5 2  6 2
and
Et3
Ub C7 ( o-o)24 (1 - v2)
where Ci ; (i = 1, ..., 7 ) are as defined in Appendix B.2 on page 156.
From the above expressions, the equilibrium path for an initially imperfect plate is
derived. The buckling of real (and therefore imperfect) structures is gradual. Therefore,
the equilibrium path for an initially imperfect plate is now described with one smooth
curve where there is no distinction between the primary and secondary equilibrium paths.
In essence, the introduction of initial imperfections, w~of 0, implies that wo # 0 and
therefore the secondary equilibrium path describes the entire equilibrium path. The final
result is given in terms of the following two non-linear algebraic equations and is derived
in Appendix B.3 on page 158.
2
Et 2 C4PII = 2 v C2__ 
-2 2C 5
t2C7 C2 42C( CC2  ( 1  (3.4)
Uo 4C,-3
and
4C, C3C 7t2
C, _ - 2 6 _o_uoo -w -(3.5)
2C2- C52 ) (-2C C5 C C
Expressions (3.4) and (3.5) furnish a system of two equations with two unknowns, P and
wo. Given uo and for some value of the imperfection ivo one finds wo from Eq. (3.5),
then P from Eq. (3.4).
3.3 Non-dimensionalization
In what follows, we find a non-dimensional form for Eqs. (3.4) and (3.5). Making use
- PR - uR
of the non-dimensional parameters = - P -, and u = , introduced in Sec-R D t2 r
tion 2.3 on page 21, one can derive the following two dimensionless equations which
describe the equilibrium path for the initially imperfect plate.
P = 12 2C6
-- 2
C4
2C5
and
uo = - U [YJ
2C2
CS
C3 C42 C, C-
C- 2C 2C, 1u0 . .. 1
4C,-
2-1
-] C _ 1
6 2 C, - U-3
C5
where
• 18 1+- 1+
- 1
C 2 = 2
1
+-
1+- 1+4
1
lv
<-1
•3 22 22
.4= - X
x
(3.6)-wo)
-wo)U (3.7)
C-1C-- 14
I Vn. 4
-- 1
-o 2 .
C7 -3 +21
2
3
The details of the derivation are omitted because the procedure is similar to the one
used in Appendix A.5 on page 145.
Now, defining two new non-dimensional parameters wo and r as follows:
- Wo
wo = t
and
w0
r=-
t
Eqs. (3.6) and (3.7) can be rewritten in the following final form:
P = 12 2C6-
-2C4
2C,
u -
uo (3.8)
h 2
+ +·z~-=
r h5
62 2 2
C5
(3.9)
Fig. 3.2, shows P vs. u0 for three different values of the initial imperfection magni-
tude parameter r (r = 1, 2, and 3 ). When constructing the load-displacement curve, the
values P are found for each increment in uo by minimizing P with respect to . There-
fore, each point of the curve is characterized by an in-plane displacement u0 and its corre-
sponding minimum load P with respect to . As loading progresses, decreases contin-
uously until the membrane yield of the material corresponding to C is reached.
3.4 Membrane Yield
The most stressed part of the material and corresponding non-dimensional ultimate
load PU are found in the same manner as for the case with no initial imperfection. First,
the expressions for the axial and shear strains are conveniently expressed as follows:
ex D,)uo +Dz
(D1*) uo +
CY= D.u+D4
xy
Dsu o + D6(
(D5*) uo +
i-o1 o)
(D2*) 1
(D3*) u0 + (D4* 1 -
(D 6*) (
;for 0 x5rl
;for rl <x5rl +X
; everywhere
;for 0 -x-5•l
;for r <5xrj5 +k
U0o -
W-0
ý4c- - U321I -
where the parameters Di(t) ; (i = 1, ... , 6) and Di* () ; (i = 1, ... , 6) remain
identical to the ones derived in Appendix A.6 on page 147.
Using the above equations in the plane stress yield condition (Eq. (2.32) on page 31)
yields a quadratic equation in uo,
Auo2+B(1 uo+[C(1WoJ( 1 0 (3.10)WO) W0 E
from which the following dimensionless form, as detailed in Appendix B.4 on page 160, is
derived:
-- 2 ( r- _ •2
Au o +B(1 - uo + 1 _ = 0 (3.11)
Wo W oO
For a given slenderness parameter ratio, 03 = , and for some value of the initial
imperfection r, the ultimate load P, is found from Eqs. (3.8), (3.9), and (3.11). The meth-
odology is to determine uo as function of for every increment in w. using Eq. (3.9).
This result in Eq. (3.8) gives P as function of . Minimization with respect to leads to
a P and uo0 for each increment wo. The found value uo is used to construct the left hand
side of Eq. (3.11). Membrane yield commences at the first positive root, (wo0 ) , of Eq.
(3.11). Finally, from this solution ultimate load P, and corresponding ý, are found.
In Fig. 3.2, the membrane yield for the special case P = 0.2315 is represented by an
asterisk symbol '*' for the three initial imperfection magnitude parameter r=-l, 2, and 3.
As an illustration of the final results, we find for r = 3 the following:
P,= 70
(Uo) = 18
= 0.8
'3·1; -
0 2 4 6 8 10 12.. 14Dimensionless In-plane Displacement uo = uRt 2
Figure 3.2: Load-deflection Curves for Several Values of Initial Imperfections
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Chapter 4
Circular Flanged Plates: Post-failure Analysis
In this chapter, we develop a computational model for analysis of the plate crushing
resistance in the post-failure phase. Using limit analysis, applied incrementally up to large
displacements and rotations, an approximate solution for the load-deformation relation-
ship is obtained. In this post-failure phase, the process is characterized by falling loads due
to plastic folding, with large strains (up to the rupture strain of the material) and large rota-
tions.
4.1 One-degree-of-freedom Model
Once the ultimate strength evaluated from the membrane yield condition in Section
2.7 on page 30 is reached, the plate load carrying capacity decreases. Our two-degree-of-
freedom model developed in Section 2.1.2 on page 18 can be extended into the post-fail-
ure range. This model is valid up to the point of the membrane yield. Beyond this point,
the plate is subjected to further unloading, and plastic deformations spread outside of the
bounded region. From experimental observations, referring to Fig. 2.4 on page 37, five
hinge lines 'OD', 'OE', 'DE', 'AD', and 'CE' are activated. From this point on, the in-
plane and out-of-plane deformations are related through the geometry of the problem and
the number of degrees of freedom is reduced to one. Fig. 4.1, shows a one-degree-of-free-
dom model based on the above discussion. As indicated, the curved hinge lines are all
approximated by straight ones.
Further experimental observations reveal that after a slight increase in the amount of
axial deflection, the out-of-plane displacement w1 grows in much faster proportion than
w0 (w 1 > w0o). To simplify the calculation, we assume that w = 0 . Under this assump-
tion, a final simplified one-degree-of-freedom model is constructed and shown in Fig. 4.2.
Because of symmetry, only half of the model is considered. The notation is defined as fol-
lows:
- parameter that determines the location of all hinge lines
R - specimen radius
0i - rotation of the ith hinge line (i = 1, ..., 5)
Ii - length of the ith hinge line (i = 1, ..., 5)
a - angle between first and second hinge lines
0 - angle between second and fifth hinge lines
y - angle between third and fourth hinge lines
8 - angle between third and fifth hinge lines
01 - projection of (a + p)
02 - projection of (y + )
P - applied force
A - indentation depth
As crushing progresses, the second and third hinge lines move out-of-plane while the
first, fourth, and fifth hinge lines remain in-plane. An overlap between the adjacent left
and right triangular elements is induced. This overlap is indicated by a shaded area and
represents the amount of compression each deformed triangular element is subjected to.
Note that the angles a, 0, y, and 8 are determined from the geometry of the problem.
They are function of the parameter ý and found in Appendix C.1 on page 163 to be:
a(X) = atan •+(R+(
Et
22
4.2 General Solution Approach and Idealization
McClintock and Argon (1966) state the upper bound theorem as follows:
In a rigid-plastic continuum, deformation must occur under any system of loads, Fi, for
which a distribution of incremental displacements, tip, can be found such that
(a) the displacement boundary conditions, if any, are satisfied,
(b) the displacements can be differentiated to give a strain, Uij, with no change in vol-
ume anywhere, and
(c) the resulting plastic work done throughout the volume, VV of material, found from
the resulting strain, is less than (or equal to) the work done by the external loads acting
through the assumed displacements:
JFitudS _ oij A dV
S V
where ai are the components of the stress tensor, and ij= 1,2,3 in indicial notation.
If it is assumed that in the plate there are no through thickness components of displace-
ment or gradient 3 = 0 , = 0),then i, j--•c,3 = 1,2. Itturnsoutthatthevol-
ume integral can be rewritten in terms of the bending moment times the rate of curvature,
Map1aBp, and the axial force times the strain rate, Nap aSp, over an area, S, as
Fli idS > I (Map(ap + NapBap) dS (4.1)
S S
Note that the bending moment and force tensors, Map and Nap, are coupled through the
yield criterion of the functional form f(Map, Nap) = 0. It is assumed that in regions
experiencing high bending stresses, there are small membrane stresses. Likewise, in
regions of high membrane stresses, there are small bending stresses. This decoupling of
Map and Nap is accomplished by inscribing the yield locus inside a rectangle as in Fig.
4.3.
The right hand side of Eq. (4.1), that is the rate of internal plastic work, is now the sum
of internal bending work rate and membrane work rate and expressed as follows:
Win = WB + W (4.2)
where
WB = JMapkapdS + Mo [i]li (4.3)
S i
WVM = "Nap p dS (4.4)
S
For a rigid-perfectly plastic material, the bending expression contains a continuous
Cot 2
deformation field as well as a discontinuous field, where M0  4 is the fully plastic
bending moment, Oi is the rate of rotation at the ith plastic hinge and li is the length of the
hinge line.
In our model, as is done in most practical applications, the velocity fields were con-
structed so that the plastic bending deformations are contained only in plastic hinges and
plane deformations between them. Consequently, the plane rate tensor in the continuous
deformation region vanishes (k•0 = 0) and Eq. (4.3) simplifies to
WB = IMoEdil i  (4.5)
Also, the membrane work rate (Eq. (4.4)) is simplified by identifying direction of a
predominant axial deformation and neglecting all other components of the strain rate ten-
sor. The membrane work rate takes the following form
WM = NoWdS (4.6)
S
where No = 0ot is the fully plastic membrane force.
In the case of a single applied load P, the external work rate is
Wext = PA (4.7)
where A is the rate of indentation.
4.3 Rate of Internal Plastic Work
In what follows, we derive the rate of internal plastic work for our simplified one-
degree-of-freedom model. As explained in the previous section, the internal bending work
rate and membrane work rate are calculated separately. Their sum, Eq. (4.2) is the internal
plastic work rate.
4.3.1 Bending Work Rate
As established earlier, the internal bending work rate is given by Eq. (4.5). For our
model with five hinge lines, we have
5
WB = Mo [di]li (4.8)
i=1
where, recall
e i -is the rate of rotation at the ith plastic hinge
li - is the length of the ith hinge line
(0t2
M = - 4 is the fully plastic bending moment
Expansion of Eq. (4.8), considering the entire plate, gives
EB = 2M [0 1 ] 1 + [62] 12 + [03] 13 + [4] 14 + [05 15)
which from geometry
05b
becomes
EB = 2Mo0• + OA1 2 + OBl2 + OD13 C13 + 414 +  5)
and reduces to
EB = 2Mo•[0 111 + (OA + OB) 2 + (OD-Oc) 13 + 04/4 + 6515
Also from geometry we have:
OA + OB = 71 - 02
OD - = - 03
O)A + B = -02
8D - C = -3
Eqs. (4.10) and (4.11) in (4.9) gives:
WB = 2Mo 0(11 
-212 - 033 + 0414 + 0515)
(4.9)
and
(4.10)
(4.11)
(4.12)
At this point, we need to determine the rate of rotations 6i, (i = 1, ..., 5) . We first
find from geometry the rotations 0i as detailed in Appendix C.2 on page 164. The final
result is as follows:
CS1cosp - cosacosol
cos 2 = sinasinf3
cos4 2
cos - sinac
cosacosp 2cos 4 = - COS 2
sinctsin0 2
Cos a - cos O cos, 1
sinp3sino 1
(4.13)
(4.14)
(4.15)
(4.16)
(4.17)
Alternatively, as explained in Appendix C.2 on page 164, 05 is also found to be
cos acos coCOS5 =- sinsi02 (4.18)
Differentiation of Eqs. (4.13) through (4.18) with respect to time leads to the following
rate of rotations
Cosa - cos •cos 1
01 =-1-
si
02 = 1
mojj(sina) 2 2 2- (cosf) +2cosacospcosp•-- (coso,)
sino 1
' (sin ) 2 - (cos3p) 2+ 2cosacosfcos4 1 - (cos0 1)2
(4.19)
(4.20)
1
sin02
63 = 42 s2
s (sinaX) 2- (COS0 2)
04 = --+2 COS2
sinq 2 (sina) - (cos) 2
cos - cos a cos, 1
sin•J (sinc) 2 - (COS2) '+2cosacoscos- (cos1)
s~~1 (sna- (sf)+ 2cosacos~cos, 1 - (cos~1 )
(4.21)
(4.22)
(4.23)
or alternatively
COS aCOS4 2
S5 = +2
sin 2 /(sin ) - (cos 2)
(4.24)
Using Eqs. (4.19) through (4.23) in Eq. (4.12), gives the following expression for the
bending work rate.
WB = 2Mo { 11i
cos cos 1 - cosa
sin•, (sina) 2 (cos )2+2cosacospcoso, - (cos,)2
sin.
(4.25)
12 . 2
i(sina)2 (COS) + 2cosacos3coso 1 - (cos 1)
sin0 2  Cos a
- 213 (X) 2 _CS 04
(sina) - (cosq 2) sin0 2 (sina) -2 (cos0 2)
cos3 - cosacos 1
sinc1 l,/( sin 0a) 2 2os 23)sin2(sin - (COSp)2 + 2cosacos3cosol- (cos• 1 ) 
In order to eliminate ý2 from the above equation, one can use Eqs. (4.23) and (4.24) to
get ý2 in terms of 1I .
65 = -1-
2 = 1
sin02 (cos acos•, - cos p) (sina) 2 - (cos 2) 2
cosacosE2 sin4J (sint) 2 - (COS) 2 + 2cos(ccosIcoso - (cosI) 2
(4.26)
Finally, Eq. (4.26) in (4.25) give the following final result for the internal bending
work rate
WB6 =
sinojr(sina)
1 (cosOcos
2 2 2
- (COSP) + 2cosacos[3coso - (COS0 1)
2 13 (sin0 2) 2 (COS ccs~ 1 - cosP3)
1I-cos a)-1 2 (sin) - cosCCO 2cos acosq2
COS cos 1 - cos
-14 COS + 15 ( COS COS 1 - COS P)
where 02 is related to 1 as follows:
cos asing sing~1sin2 = 1  (4.28)COsCC - cos cos4 1
This result is arrived to by combining Eqs. (4.17) and (4.18)
In Eq. (4.27) the hinge line lengths, which are assumed to remain constant during the
deformation process, are found from geometry and given by
11 = R
212 212= R-_P
13 =
*/•2 2
(4.27)I
I
14 =
15 = (R- () 2 (R- 2
Using the values of X, p, and rl from Appendix A. 1 on page 135, we get:
11 = R
2 R2 R2 212= +R2(R + ) 2
2 2 R213 = +R
(R+ )
2
14 =
15 = (R- () 2 + (R2 2
-R2R
= R RR +
2R
- R
= JI2 Ru?-(R
Note that for convenience, in all subsequent derivations we will continue to denote the
hinge line lengths by li.
4.3.2 Membrane Work Rate
As established earlier, the internal membrane work rate is given by Eq. (4.6). That is
W,M = NýodS (4.34)
where NO = aot is the fully plastic membrane force, dS = drds, and = dUd is thedr
velocity strain rate in the local coordinates (r, s) rotating with the plate element. There-
fore, with the consideration that material points are on either side of the centerline of the
shaded area in Fig. 4.2, Eq. (4.34) becomes
(4.29)
(4.30)
(4.31)
(4.32)
(4.33)
M = jjNodrds = 2Nf adsTS
that is
WM = 2No aids
There are two contributions to the membrane work rate. The first one from the com-
pression of the flange and the second one from that of the web or bulkhead.
WM = VMflange web (4.36)
Making use of Eq. (4.35) and according to the assumed deformation mode, as shown
in Appendix C.3 on page 166, each contribution is given by
WMfla = 2NoHgef (o•,•2)
and
(4.38)
where H is the width of the flange, X (ý) and -q (ý) are given by Eqs. (A.1) and (A.2) on
page 135 and page 136 respectively,
(4.37)
(4.35)
WMieb = NA I (X + 11) 9l (OP 02)+ Xf (ll 02)
(91, 02) = - 15sino, + 14sin (01 + 02) + XCOS (01+ 02)
+ [14sin (01 +0 2) +/%cos (01 +0 2)]
sin0 2 (COSxCOS 1I - COSPV) (sinCC) 2 - (cos 2) 2
[cosaco0 2sino2 J(sinS )2- (CSol2 + 2cosCcosocoso 1- (cos~l)
g (~, 2) = -15sinol + l4sin ( 1 + 02) +
14sin (~1 + 02) sin02 (cosacos01 - cosf) (sin() 2 - (cos 2)
coscosn( 2 os2
coSacOs0 2sino/(sin (x) _ (cos3) + 2cosacospcoso, - (cosol)
and 01, 02 are related by Eq. (4.28).
4.4 Rate of External Work
As established earlier, the rate of external work is given by Eq. (4.7). That is
Wext = PA (4.39)
where, recall
P - is the applied force
A - is the rate of indentation depth
From geometry, as shown in Appendix C.4 on page 171, the rate of indentation depth
is found as function of I1 , 1, and 02 as follows:
A = 1 h (01, 2)
where
h ( 02) = - lsCOS1 + 14COS (s 1 +1 2) - Xsin ((,1 + 2)
+ [14cos (01 + (2) - Xsin (•1 + 02)]
sin(02 (cosaOcos 1 - cos 0)
cos OCcos2 sin• 1 (sin) 2- (COSp)
(sinX) 2- (cos 2) 2
+ 2coscacosfpcos p 1 -
And inserting Eq. (4.40) into Eq. (4.39) leads the following final result for the external
work rate.
Wext = P? 1 h (01, 0 2) (4.41)
4.5 Crushing Force
We now are in position to derive the crushing force, P, by equating the previously cal-
culated internal work rates to the above rate of external work. That is
ext - Win •W + WMflange + Wveb (4.42)
Eqs. (4.27), (4.37), (4.38), and (4.41) in Eq. (4.42) gives, as shown in Appendix C.5 on
page 173, an expression for the crushing force as follows:
(4.40)
(COS I) 2
P = 2M + N o (2H + f)
Oh (41, 42) h ( , 2)
where
sin1, /(sina)- (cos 3) 2+coso•ecos 3cos - (cos0 1)2
[l (cosfPcos 1 - coso) -1 2 (sin0 1) 2
(sin 2) (COSuOCOS 1 - cosP)
- CO
3 COSo•COS 2
cos u cos O1 - cos 3
-14 02
4 COS 2
+ 15 (cosoXcosO 1 - cosP)
h (1, 02) =
- 15COS01 + 14COS ((1 + 02) - ksin (01 + 02)
+ [14 COS (01 + 02) -ksin (0, + 02 ) ]
[ sin02 (cosocos1 - cos) ,
cosacos02 sin1J (sin) 2 - (COS 2) 2
in 2 COS 2/(sinc 2 - (cos0 2)
+ 2coso cos 3coso1 -
S(01' 02) - sin 1 l + 14sin (01 + 02) +
14sin (0 1 +02) sin002 (COSOcCos 1 -cos3P) V(sin) 2- (cos 02)
cosacos 02 sin 1 (sin) ) 2 - (co) 2+ 2cosccosscosio - (cos,)2
(4.43)
1
(cos 1) 2]
g (001' 002)
+ NO (k + n) h (01, 02)
I II
f(Ol1 02) = - Isino, + l4sin (01~ +02) + Xcos ((01 + 02)
+ [14sin (01+ 02) + XCOs (01 + 02)]
)(sina) 2 - (COS0 2) 2
2+ 2cosacosjcoso, - (cos 1) 2
In all above relations, 01 , and 02 are related by
cos a sin P sin 41
COS - -OSC 1
tan0 2 = (4.44)
cosasin[3sin 1 J 2
1-
COS a - Cos PS os 1
(note that the use of tan02 instead of sin0 2, as done in Eq. (4.28), is for programing pur-
poses.)
Also, 01 and 02 are geometrically related to A. The detail of the derivation is pre-
sented in Appendix C.4 on page 171. The final result is
A = R -15sino41 +/4sin (401 + 02) + XCOS ( 1 + 02) (4.45)
Eqs. (4.43), (4.44), and (4.45) represent a set of three equations with three unknowns
01, 02, and P. Given a A increment, 41 and 02 are calculated from Eqs. (4.45) and
(4.44). The result is then used in Eq. (4.43) to lead the corresponding crushing load P. In
this manner, the load-deflection curve is constructed as function of ý for the post-failure
stage.
For completeness, the remaining parameters are as follows:
tana = R
R+2R
1, = R ; 12 = R +;
14 =ý;
2
13= ~ 2RR +=
15 = 2R (R-- ) ;
R= -J - ; l=R R+S
4.6 Non-dimensionalization
In what follows we derive a dimensionless form of Eqs. (4.43) and (4.45).
Staring from the dimensionless parameters defined in Section 2.3 on page 21, that is:
- PR
D '
where
Et3
12 (1 - v2 )
one can derive, as detailed in Appendix C.6 on page 174, the following dimensionless
final expression for the loads in the post-failure phase
12a (1 - v 2)
2h
12k
-+
2R
(2H+ h) "+ (+ rl)g (4.46)
and the following dimensionless final expression for the corresponding deflections
A t2
- -2
R[1 - /ssinO, + 14sin (01 + 2) + COS (01 + 2)]
where
S= is the slenderness ratio parameterR y
S= - is the ratio of the material flow stress to the material yield stress
,x= 1- 1-( S1+•1- 15 = 2(1- )
h (,11 02) , k (0 1,' 2 ) ' f(0l, 2) ,' and g (0 1, 2) are as defined in Appendix C.6 on
page 174.
Also 1 , and 02 are related as follows:
tan 2 -=
cos a sin P sin4 1
Cos a - Cos P Cos 1 (4.48)
cos a sin 3 sin ~1
Scosu- cosfcosos
To implement this result and plot the load-deflection characteristics, it is convenient to
first increment 1I from lPmin to l max, find corresponding values of 42 from Eq. (4.48)
insert both values, in Eqs. (4.47) and (4.46) and find respectively the values of A and P.
(4.47)
- R
t
and
The limits of the angle 01 are found in Appendix C.7 on page 179 from geometric
limitations imposed on the model. The corresponding final results are:
min- = 2 atan(cosasinp + cospsinacos -t + Cos
and
l1max = + P
Fig. 4.4, illustrates this final result. It is a plot of the dimensionless load-deflection
characteristics for several values of the parameter ý. Note that all the curves correspond to
the special case where 3 = 0.2315 (slenderness ratio parameter of experimental speci-
men).
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Chapter 5
Circular Flanged Plates - Experimental Study
In this chapter, the experimental study undertaken in support of the project is
described. First, the geometry of scale model specimens is determined and their fabrica-
tion is discussed. Next, the consideration, design, and fabrication of the testing apparatus
are outlined, along with the choice of the indenters that simulate the accidental loadings.
Finally, the description of the tests conducted and results obtained are presented.
Also supporting experiments described in Appendix D, related to finding the stiffness
of the Instron machine (Section D.4 on page 190), investigating the specimen initial
imperfections magnitude (Section D.5 on page 191), and determining the material stress-
strain characteristic (Section D.6 on page 193) were undertaken.
5.1 Geometry and Fabrication of Experiment Specimens
Fig. 5.1 shows the geometry of the test specimen selected. It consists of a semi-circu-
lar plate (bulkhead) of radius R and thickness t, and the attached hull plating (flange) of
width H and thickness t. In this section the sizing (i.e determination of R, t, and H) of the
specimen and its fabrication are described.
5.1.1 Scale Model Geometry
The goal is to determine a realistic radius-to-thickness ratio (R/t) typically observed at
the bulkhead-plating interface of ships bilge area, aircraft, and submarines. Depending on
the application considered the geometric proportions vary, thus making it difficult to pick
one typical design on which to base the scale test models. Furthermore, because of the
unavailability of detailed technical drawings for aircraft fuselage and submarines, the
scale models were based solely on ships bilge area. Three representative ship designs were
selected. An average prototype radius-to-thickness ratio of R/t = 136, on which to base
the scale models geometry, was found. Consult Appendix D. 1 on page 185 for the details
of the calculation. Also for completeness, as shown in Appendix D.2 on page 187, an
order of magnitude of the radius-to-thickness ratio for aircraft and submarines was deter-
mined.
In determining the geometry of the models, for simplicity the bulkhead and flange
thicknesses were taken equal. Four available plate thicknesses of 0.406, 0.749, 1.130, and
1.829 mm were evaluated. The 0.406 mm plate failed to meet the minimum thickness
required for the selected welding technique. The 1.829 mm plate was not used because it
exceeds the maximum thickness capacity of the machine used to roll the flange.
The next task was to evaluate the radius R that would yield a reasonably sized speci-
men. Based on the Instron machine workspace constraint, a radius of 6 in. (152.4 mm) was
selected. Consequently, the plate thickness of 1.130 mm was preferred over the 0.749 mm
one to give a radius-to-thickness ratio of R/t = 134.83. This ratio is in line with the pro-
totype value established above and is considered satisfactory. A summary of specimen
dimensions and radius-to-thickness ratios is given in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1: Test Specimen Dimensions
Plate Radius-to-thickness Radius-to-thickness
(Bulkhead) Flange ratio ratio
(Specimen) (Prototype)
t = 1.130 mm t = 1.130 mm
(0.0445 in.) (0.0445 in.)
R/t = 134.83 R/t = 136
R = 152.4 mm H = 76.2 mm
(6 in.) (3 in.)
As shown, the width of the flange was chosen to equal half the specimen radius
(H = R/2). This was driven by the overall goal of the testing. For these tests, the goal
was to understand the crushing strength of a typical bulkhead member where the contribu-
tion from the flange would be reasonably negligeable. The flange is considered to only
provide appropriate boundary conditions. Therefore, we limited our experimental study to
the case of narrow flanges (H < R).
5.1.2 Test Specimen Fabrication
Both the web and the flange were machined from the 1.130 mm sheet metal. The
flange was sheared to dimension and rolled to a radius slightly higher than that of the web.
The circular shape of the web was achieved using a lathe. Subsequently, it was cut into
two halves on a milling machine with a precision circular saw.
To assemble the two pieces, the Ocean Engineering Welding Laboratory at MIT has
suggested the use of electron beam or brazing. The electron beam technique is a fusion
joining process in which the workpiece is bombarded with a dense stream of high velocity
electrons in an evacuated chamber. Brazing coalescence is produced by using a nonferrous
filler metal having a melting point below that of the base metal. The filler metal is distrib-
uted between the closely fitted joint surfaces by capillary action.
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As opposed to the flanged rectangular plates where electron-beam welding was used
for reasons explained in Chapter 7, here we preferred the brazing method. It is a simpler
and cheaper process which does not require an evacuated chamber. It presents, neverthe-
less, the drawback of requiring very tight joint fit up tolerances. Otherwise, the filler metal
will not flow and gaps will ensue. This will result in a weakened bond. To relax the
required tight joint tolerances a nickel braze filler metal was used. However, this process
introduced considerable distortions. As described in Appendix D.5 on page 191, out-of-
plane initial imperfections of the order of three to four thicknesses were detected.
5.2 Testing Apparatus
Fig. 5.2 shows the experimental set-up which consists of the following equipment
* Instron (Model TTDL) Universal Test Machine (screw driven, 20 kip capacity)
* Test Fixture
* Indenter
* Indenter-to-Load Cell Adapter
* 433/L Optiplex Dell desk top personal computer (IBM compatible)
* National Instruments Data Acquisition Board and Software Program
5.2.1 Test Fixture
The specimen, shown in Fig. 5.3, is fixed in a test fixture on the crosshead of the
Instron machine. The fixture consists of a 16x12x1 in. aluminum base in which a 0.045 in.
wide slit was machined. The radial edge of the bulkhead is tight-fitted in the slit. Four side
bolts provide, via the flange, the needed clamping force.
5.2.2 Indenter Geometries
The indenters are designed to simulate the case of localized crushing loadings. A sim-
ple cylindrical shape was selected for this purpose. Three different indenters with radii of
0.5, 1, and 1.5 in. were fabricated. They were all machined from solid blocks of cold
rolled mild steel. Fig. 5.4 shows the indenter of radius 1.5 in.
5.2.3 Indenter-to-Load Cell Adapter
Two indenter-to-load-cell adaptors were used depending on the indenter diameter. Fig.
5.5 shows the connector for the 1 and 2 in. diameter indenters and Fig. 5.6 shows the one
for the 3 in. diameter indenter. All components were made from mild steel.
In operation, the adapter is attached directly to the load cell located at the top of the
Instron machine. The indenter is attached to the bottom of the adapter. It was then driven
into the specimen in a downward motion and the in-plane force was measured.
5.2.4 Instrumentation
The Instron test machine 20,000 lb capacity load cell transducer, provides a voltage
signal that is converted to a force measurement. The signal passes through a filter installed
in the test machine. The load cell is integrated with the Instron test machine. It has a self-
contained power source and the output is filtered to prevent signal contamination by ambi-
ent and power noises related to the machine operation. The output signal ranges from 0 to
4 Volts (twice the set rated capacity). Tests were performed on the Instron transducer to
ensure that it is calibrated properly and that the output signal was linear. Appendix D.3 on
page 188 contains the specific information on these tests. The Instron output signal com-
poses the force measurements. A lab-PC+ data acquisition board was chosen as the ana-
log to digital converter. The board is made by National Instruments under the brand name
of NI-Daq which was installed in a 433/L Optiplex Dell desk top computer. The associated
Daqware software package was used for data recording and real-time viewing of the
recorded values. The principal goal of the data acquisition board was to obtain sound data
at sampling rate that was adequate to capture all of the information while avoiding suscep-
tibility to small voltage fluctuations that may erroneously influence the data. See Appen-
dix D.3 on page 188 for more details on the Instron machine operation, data acquisition
program, and subsequent data reduction.
5.3 Tests and Results
This section covers the description of the tests conducted and results obtained. Three
experiments were run each with a different indenter diameter. In all experiments, the
crosshead traveled at a displacement rate of 0.2 inch/minute.
5.3.1 Observations
In all three experiments, despite the fact that the indenter's radii were different, the
exact pattern of deformation was observed. Very early in the process, the initial deforma-
tion was primarily within a bounded region. The force level raised abruptly and reached a
peak value of about 11,000 Newtons in less than 20 seconds. Soon after the peak load, out-
side of the initial deformed zone, the semi-circular plate underwent small but increasing
bending deformation. The load level was observed to drop monotonically while the lateral
extent of the bounded region remained constant throughout all three tests.
5.3.2 Results
Three tests were performed with indenter's radii of 0.5, 1, and 1.5 in. respectively.
Test #1:
The indenter of radius 0.5 in. was used for this test. Fig. 5.7 shows the load-displace-
ment graph. The recorded peak load was 10,877 Newtons. At the end of the test after a 14
mm travel, the load level was observed to be about 6,000 Newtons.
Test #2:
The indenter of radius 1 in. was used. Fig. 5.8 shows the load-displacement graph.
Peak load was 10,983 Newtons and dropped to about 6,800 Newtons at the end of the
travel.
Test #3:
The indenter of radius of 1.5 in. was used. Fig. 5.9 shows the load-displacement graph.
As the two previous tests, about the same peak load, 11,130 Newtons, was observed. The
end of travel load however, remained higher than that of the earlier tests. It was estimated
at about 7,500 Newtons.
Note that the peak load was reached in all the three tests after the same crushing dis-
tance of about 1.5 mm.
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Chapter 6
Circular Flanged Plates - Comparison of Experimental
Results to Theory
In this chapter, the analytical predictions are compared to the experimental results.
Possible causes of discrepancies are commented on and a preliminary discussion of an
alternative model is presented.
6.1 Pre-failure Range
Fig. 6.1 shows both the experimental and theoretical pre-failure curves. The theoreti-
cal curve is for the case where initial imperfections are three thicknesses and, as derived in
Chapter 3, ends at the membrane yield of the material. As is the case in most buckling
problems yielding gives the point of maximum load. A slenderness ratio parameter of
0.2315 has been used to determine this point. The experimental curves are for three differ-
ent radii of indenters. The curves have been truncated at the point where the load is a max-
imum.
The experimental peak loads corresponding to the indenters with radii 0.5, 1, and 1.5
in. are 10887, 10983, and 11130 Newtons respectively. The predicted theoretical peak load
is 12745 Newtons. It is only overestimating the experimental results by 17%, 16%, and
14.5% respectively. This reveals good correlation with analytical results.
In terms of displacements, the figure reveals what may seem a bad correlation. How-
ever, this is misleading because in reality one needs to subtract from the experimental
curves the Instron machine deflection. As explained in Appendix D.4 on page 190, the
machine does not monitor specimen displacement with time. Therefore, the experimen-
tally recorded indentation depths, which correspond to the Instron screw motion, are not
purely the deflections of the specimen. The data is corrupted with the displacements from
the flexibility of the Instron cross-head, frame, and indenter adapter.
Once the data are corrected to include the effect of the machine stiffness, the experi-
mental curve is pulled to the left. For example, as detailed in Fig. D.4 on page 190, the
corrected experimental displacement at the peak load for the indenter of 2 in radius is
0.075 mm. This value compares favorably with the theoretically predicted displacement of
0.151 mm. It should be pointed out that this comparison is only done to show that the dis-
placements are of comparable magnitude. The differences are smaller than any possible
experimental and numerical inaccuracies and could not be considered reliable.
6.2 Post-failure Range
Fig. 6.2 shows the theoretical and experimental curves in the post-failure range. A
straight line at the maximum load level is included. In the post-failure phase, we are inter-
ested in the portion of the curves to the right of the intersection of this line with the theo-
retical curve.
The comparison is based on the experimentally observed lateral extent of deformation
(( = 0.4). Also, the theoretical curve is constructed using the experimental slenderness
ratio parameter 0.2315. In the calculation the effect of the flange was neglected; that is the
width of the flange was set equal to zero. The correlation between the theoretical and
experimental results is within -5% to +17% depending on the indenter radius.
Figs. 6.3, 6.4, and 6.5 show the global theoretical and experimental load-deflections.
As opposed to Fig. 6.2, the elastic theoretical curve is added. Overall, the model with
= 0.4 provides a good prediction of the observed force levels but does not capture ade-
quately the extent of the deformed zone which was = 0.8 at the end of the elastic
phase. The theory presented here postulates that the extent of the damaged zone is dictated
solely by the value it takes once membrane yielding occurs. The size of the deformed zone
was supposed to lock at this specific value. In light of this analysis, we can clearly identify
an uncertain transition zone (represented by the horizontal line from the moment when the
ultimate strength is reached to the moment it intercepts the theoretical post-failure curve).
Certainly, the maximum strength is a good estimate of the force and displacement level
but can only be indicative of the damaged zone extent. Indeed, the extent of the deformed
zone •, continues to decrease until when the point of intersection of the horizontal line
with the post-failure curve is reached. There is therefore a transition from the point of first
yield to the point of full plasticity. This process, which is happening at a constant load is
not captured by our model. The tendency of ý to decrease is clear from Fig. 2.13 on
page 46. It is predicted that decreases in the case of no initial imperfections from 0.71 to
0.6 at the onset of yielding of the lower part of the model.
As indicated earlier, the comparison is favorable for a zero flange width. The theoreti-
cal loads are overestimated when the full width of the flange is used in the theoretical cal-
culation. A possibility had appeared to be the reduced effective width proposed by von
Karman (1932) but no such deformations were observed in the experiments.This reveals a
deficiency in our model.
The model at hand makes the flange to be compressed. In reality inextensibility of the
flange would not allow this deformation mechanism to take place. However, the derived
result is still appropriate to the case of narrow flanges (one order of magnitude less than
that the radius of specimen).
6.3 Preliminary Discussion of an Alternative Model
As discussed above, because the inextensibility of the flange is not captured in the
base model, an alternative model is developed. This new model is kinematically fully
compatible.
6.3.1 Model Geometry
Fig. 6.6 shows the assumed new model geometry. As indicated, the flange is kept inex-
tensible. This imposes the deformation to extend throughout the plate. The experimentally
observed curved ridge line 'AOC' (cf. Fig. 2.4 on page 37) is approximated now by three
ridge lines 'CD', 'DG', and 'GH'. As indentation progresses, the points 'D' and 'G' move
out-of-plane. Relieving tension is shown by the shaded area. Also, the experimentally
observed ridge lines 'OD' and 'OE' are now approximated by the lines 'DF' and 'GJ'.
The unknown geometric parameter ý is shown in the figure and represents the horizontal
distance between the point of load application 'E' and point 'C' (or point 'H' by symme-
try).
In order to capture the experimentally observed deformation pattern better, a slightly
modified model can be used and is shown in Fig. 6.7. This model brings the ridge lines
'DF' and 'GJ' to intersect at a point closer to the symmetry line. This geometry is closer to
reality. The models are analytically similar in form. In the analysis one need only to adjust
the parameter X (ý) accordingly for each model.
6.3.2 Pre-buckling Path
In what follows, from a postulated displacement field the pre-buckling equilibrium
path is determined. The same approach as in Chapter 2 is used. Fig. 6.8 shows the postu-
lated in-plane displacement field. The maximum in-plane displacement is represented by
u0 and the maximum out-of-plane displacement by wo. The displacement uo occurs at the
point of application of the compressive load P. All points on the line 'AD' are assumed to
displace the same amount, u1. One important feature of this alternative model is that now
the point 'C' is not stationary. Indeed, point 'C' has to move up a distance u2 and left a
distance v2 in order to keep the total length 'FCE' constant. In the analysis the displace-
ments u2 and v2 are not considered unknown parameters. They are determined geometri-
cally, from the inextensibility condition of the flange. Fig. 6.9 illustrates the form taken by
the out-of-plane displacement field w (x, y) . Maximum out-of-plane displacement w,
occurs along the line 'AD'.
A similar analysis as in Chapter 2 was conducted on this model in order to determine
the value of ý for which the stiffness is a minimum in the in-plane deformation mode. As
shown in Fig. 6.10, the stiffness is minimum when 0 = . This means that all the in-plane
deformation is localized at a single point under the load. We are faced with a singularity
situation. The plate will yield in compression very quickly under low loads. This alterna-
tive model predicts plastic buckling mode of deformation rather than elastic buckling as
predicted previously. A limit analysis shows that this happens because the structure avoids
infinite shear by letting the in-plane displacement u, be zero in the minimization process.
In order to determine what governs the value of , a new deformation mechanism for
the early stages of the crushing process needs to be developed. One approach is to esti-
mate the rate of membrane work and seek a minimum for Q. Another approach is to
include the effect of finite size of the indenters. Indeed, looking at the experimental data,
an estimate of the extent of the in-plane plastic zone is estimated to 47 mm for a maximum
peak load of 11000 Newtons. This value is comparable to the extent of the damaged zone
observed in the specimen ý = 61mm. This suggests that the analytical approximation of
the loading by a knife-edge is not appropriate for this new model.
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Chapter 7
Rectangular Flanged Plates - An Experimental Investi-
gation
Indentation tests of flanged rectangular plates are described in this chapter. The exper-
iment was designed to simulate the response of the simplified model of constant girder
depths developed by Choi et al. (1994).
The test equipment is identical to the one used for the flanged semi-circular plates and
described in Chapter 5. In what follows, we restrict the description to the geometries of the
specimen and indenters, and present the test results.
7.1 Specimen Geometry
Flanged rectangular plates (called here T-Stiffeners) were manufactured to verify the
analytical model for crushing of web girders due to localized lateral loading. The analyti-
cal model was developed by Choi et al. (1994). The results of these tests were also used in
the comparative study with numerical solutions performed by Goksoyr (1994).
The T-stiffeners are uniform thickness T-beams made of ASTM A366 steel with the
height of the web equal to the width of the flange. The web and the flange were welded
using Electron Beam Welding (EBW). Fig. 7.1 shows the specimen along with its dimen-
sions. Note that the effective length of he specimens is only L = 4H, not the total available
L=6H length. The extra length H on each end of the structural unit is needed in achieving
the required boundary conditions as explained in Section 7.3. Justification of the choice of
EBW process for welding and selection of the value of B are explained in Yahiaoui et al.
(1994).
7.2 Indenters
A very simple flat indenter was designed and fabricated out of aluminum stock for the
T-stiffener crushing tests. The geometry is identical to that used in the numerical analysis
performed by Goksoyr (1994) and is shown in Fig. 7.2. To simulate a more localized load-
ing, a narrow indenter with a circular tip was also manufactured out of steel.
7.3 Tests and Results
In light of the observations made from the numerical analysis of the crushing of web
girders studied by Goksoyr (1994), it was decided to run experiments simulating the local
denting mode only. To analyze how this mode responds to increasing width of the wedge,
two different wedges were used: one flat wide wedge identical to that used in the numeri-
cal analysis, and one narrow wedge with a circular tip, to simulate a more localized load-
ing. Three experiments using the wide wedge and one experiment using the narrow wedge
were conducted. Fig. 7.3 shows the experimental set-up used to simulate the local denting
mode. The test specimens are taken to be the same in both the experimental and numerical
approaches as discussed in Goksoyr (1994). The boundary conditions are also essentially
the same as those used in the numerical analysis. The two ends of the structural unit and
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the lower edge of the web girder are clamped, the flange is free with respect to in-plane
movements along the longitudinal edges. Fig. 7.4 shows the apparatus used for conducting
the crushing tests. The T-stiffener is clamped by the pressure provided by the vise via two
fixture blocks. In all four crushing experiments, the cross-head speed was set to 0.2 inches
per minute.
Test #1:
The wide flat indenter, was used for this test. We stopped the experiment when the
indentation reached 28 mm to avoid contact between the deformed web and the flange
because the numerical solution is only valid up to the point of contact (Goksoyr, 1994).
Fig. 7.5 shows the force-displacement graph.
Test #2:
The narrow indenter, was used for this test. The same procedure as for test #1 was fol-
lowed. Fig. 7.6 shows the force-displacement graph.
Tests#3 & #4:
As described in Yahiaoui et al. (1994) and Goksoyr (1994), the first two experiments
showed that the lower edge of the web girder underwent global bending and a longitudinal
displacement of the flange was observed. This was a deviation from the intended bound-
ary conditions. In order to eliminate this problem, the testing fixture was modified. Fig.
7.7 shows the original and modified configurations. The steel step restrained the bottom of
the web from global bending. The three pins, acting as draw beads, and the cap added on
top prevented any lateral movement of the ends of the flange. This design modification
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was proven to be successful after examination of deformed specimens of test #3 and #4.
Note that these tests were a repeat of test #1, except that the tests were run longer, allow-
ing contact of the deformed web with the flange. Fig. 7.8 documents test #3 while Fig. 7.9
documents test #4. Figs. 7.10, 7.11, and 7.12 show photographs of crushed specimen for
tests # 1, 2 and 3 respectively.
These cleaner results provide a closer correlation to the numerical and analytical solu-
tions as described by Choi et al. (1994). A comparison of the results, showed that the ana-
lytical model overestimates experimental loads by only 5-15%.
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Figure 7.10: Crushed Specimen of Test #1
Figure 7.11: Crushed Specimen of Test #2
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Figure 7.12: Crushed Specimen of Test #3
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Chapter 8
Discussion and Conclusions
Understanding the overall ability of shell structures, such as ships, submarines, and
aircraft, to withstand local damage during accidental loads is an important problem. Part
of this problem is to assess the crushing behavior of flanged semi-circular and rectangular
plates under localized in-plane loadings. The flanged rectangular plate model character-
izes the behavior of the bulkheads in the flat bottom region of both conventional and uni-
directionally stiffened double hull ships during grounding accidents. The flanged circular
plate model describes the behavior in the bilge area and provides estimates of the strength
of submarine bulkheads in collisions or aircraft fuselages subject to crash landings. The
derived solutions constitute an evolutionary step in understanding this problem.
Analytical solutions are presented for the response of the structure from the in-plane
elastic to the post-failure (plastic folding). Energy methods are used to analyze the elastic
pre- and post-buckling response of the flanged plates. Ultimate strength is calculated using
the membrane yield criterion. Limit analysis, applied incrementally up to large displace-
ments and rotations, is employed in the post-failure range (in the sense of post-peak load).
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Much understanding and insight can be gained from such analytical work. By identify-
ing different terms of work rates, the relative significance of the various terms can be
established. The two major modes of energy absorption have been found to be bending
and membrane resistance. Also, the sequence of the deformation process is better under-
stood than with numerical methods alone.
The analytical solutions were then compared to the experimental results conducted on
small-scale specimens of geometries in proportions comparable to those of the ship bilge
area. The theoretical results are shown to give good estimates of the ultimate strength or
peak-load (at the onset of membrane yield). That is, they are only about 15% above exper-
imental results.
A comparison of the crushing loads in the post-failure phase was also made. For the
case of narrow flanges when the extent of the deformed zone is measured from the wide
flange tests, the correlation is within -5% to +17% depending on the indenter radius. How-
ever, when the extent of the deformed zone is used from the peak load calculations the
correlation is not adequate. Loads are overestimated in this case by more than 50%.
It can be concluded that the present computational model captures some of the features
of the structural response. However, it fails to capture the tendency of the extent of the
damaged zone to decrease between the end of the pre-failure and beginning of post-failure
phases before locking (mode shape becoming constant). Indeed, the theory postulates that
the extent of the damaged zone in the post-failure phase is solely dictated by the mem-
brane yield analysis (end of pre-failure phase). In light of this work, this assumption needs
to be revisited in any subsequent work.
As stated above, our model is useful for the case of narrow flanges because the inex-
tensibility of the flange is not portrayed. For wider flanges, encountered in most service,
an alternative model was discussed. From preliminary calculations of the extent of the
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deformed zone in the in-plane elastic phase, one can infer that the structural unit fails first
by plastic folding rather than elastic buckling. Future work should investigate this new
type of failure and identify the mechanism(s) that govern the extent of lateral damage.
Beyond the above suggested theoretical extension, possible future work could include
an investigation of the effect of the indenter diameter. As shown in Chapter 6, the alterna-
tive model predicts a theoretical extent of the damaged zone in the limit of zero while an
estimate of the in-plane plastic zone from the experimental load and the yield strength
suggests a value of 0.3 the plate radius. This was nearly independent of the indenter
radius.
Better approximations of the displacement fields could also be used to improve the
accuracy of the analytical results. One can use smooth surfaces described by trigonometric
functions rather than the piece-wise flat plane approximations. However, in light of the
mathematical complexity and the lengthy expressions encountered, this is not recom-
mended.
From the experimental side, further tests should be conducted to investigate the effect
of punch rather than line loads on wide flanges. In doing so, several modifications to the
test apparatus should be implemented. The most pressing one is to monitor the displace-
ments. A dial gauge should be installed between the load point of the test specimen and
the machine cross-head. This allows direct measurement of the specimen deflections and
avoids major corrections of the test data in the elastic region. Also, the use of electron
beam welding rather than brazing in assembling the test specimens is recommended.
Because of the local nature of electron beam welding, very small initial imperfections are
induced. This will improve considerably the comparison with the theoretical model.
Finally, it is recommended that stiff bulkhead designs be avoided. They are commonly
used in both conventional single and double hulls but present hard points which can help
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initiate rupture. It is suggested to use less stiff bulkheads and supplement them with
tapered brackets. This would delay fracture initiation. It would also spread out deflections
and avoid hull rupture.
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Appendix A
Calculations Pertinent to Pre-Failure Analysis
A.1 Geometric Considerations
From geometry, using Fig. A. 1, we can find X, i, and p as function of ý and R.
First, X (ý) is found from triangle AFO' as follows:
S=BO'-FO' = R- AO' 2 -AF 2 =R- R 2'~-~ 2
S=R-JR -_
Next, jr (ý) and p (ý) are found from triangles ODO' and CDG as follows:
We have
00'
CG
DO'
DG
R
R+(
Hence,
p(R+ý) = (p+'r)R
Hence,
(A.1)
p
p +11
R
Therefore, pR + p = pR + Rrl which give, p = r
Also, + r +p = R
From the above two equations, we get:
R
rl+tij = R-X
That is using Eq. (A.1)
(1+·) = R-R+ R2 -' 2
which leads to:
= Rand P'= JR +R+ý 'R+ý
Finally,
S= R(A.2)
R+R
P = R(A.3)R +
A.2 Displacement Fields
As discussed in Section 2.1.2 on page page 17, the postulated displacement field is as
shown in Fig. 2.6 on page 39. Using the nodal displacements in the 3-nodes elements with
constant strain, expressions for u (x, y) , v (x, y) , and w (x, y) can be found as follows:
i) For 0• x <l:
Assume
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u (x, y) = axx + a2y+ x 3
v (x, y) = a4x + 5sy + a6
w (x, y) = a• x + a8y + ct 9
and use the nine nodal displacements to find the nine unknown coefficients ai. The nodal
displacements are:
u (0, 0) = 0
u (T, ') = o
u (r, 0) = -u*
v (O, 0) = 0
v (r0, ) =
v (, ) = 0
w(0, 0) =0
w (1,) = 0
w (4, 0) = wo
ii) For r1 5 x < r + X:
Use the same procedure as for the case where 0 5 x < rl with the following nodal dis-
placements:
u (T, 0)
u (T,l ) = 0
u (11 + X, 0) = -Uo
v(q,o) = ov (11, 0) 0
v ( + , ) = 0
v(l+X,0) = 0
w (1, 0) = w
w (11, ) =0
w(r + ,0) = 0
The final result is given by:
N I/,
uo(- +Y
v (x, Y) = 0
11lixIh
;for 0_<xr5
; for lx•5Tl +X
;everywhere
;for 0<x•l<
+--j-r ;fo  TI x5l+X
u (x,y) =
w (x, y) =
(A.4)
(A.5)
wo cjjy (A.6)
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= --U*
·"(-X·
r\hi
A.3 Strain Field
The strain field is calculated from:
1 1Ca = 1 (ua,D + u, a) + w•w1,p
which, in the x-direction reduces to
au = W i 2
DJx 2 ax
That is making use of Eqs. (A.4) and (A.6), we get:
1
-- u + 2•W1
1 1
- uo + V* +h~ h
;for 0<x5rl
1 2
2'2
;for i 1 •x<Tr1 +X
Also from Eq. (A.7) one gets:
av
Ty-
That is making use of Eqs. (A.5) and (A.6), we get:
(A.7)
EX {
(A.8)
t
,V~1
wo
I ; everywhere
In the same manner from Eq. (A.7) one gets:
aw aw
ax ay
and making use of Eqs. (A.4), (A.5), and (A.6) we get:
1 2
wo
1 2
+ -jWo
;for 0 x<ril
;for ri_5xr5i +X
In conclusion, the entire strain field has been found to be as follows:
i) For 0 5x •11:
1I
2r
2T wo
yljIW
1 1
2- 2--lWo
(A.9)
w•
I
I
ii) For T < x < 1" + X:
[+uo+ u*
Cap = I I
- 3 u* +
2 2%ý
1 2
+ w•
2
:Wo
1
(A.10)
1
+ Wo
2
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xy = l(au
ex,
1
t
1
rl
Ep = I
1
25
tr
A.4 Calculation of the Membrane and Bending Energies
In what follows, because of symmetry, only half of the plate is considered in the deri-
vation of the membrane and bending energies.
A.4.1 Membrane Energy
Timoshenko and Woinowsky-Krieger (1959) showed that the membrane energy Umn is
expressed by
Um=2(1v ) sThat is, using the two surfaces S and shown in Fig. A.2, we get dS
That is, using the two surfaces S1 and SIH shown in Fig. A.2, we get
U = Et2(1- v2) {s, [E, 2 + y2 + 2vex, + 2 (1 - v) Exy, l dSI
2 2
S,1
+2vex,,ey,, +2(1 -v) xy, 2]dSI}
Now, set:
[,, 2 + 2 ,,y,+ 2 (1 - v) Exy,,Z dSiI
Using Eqs. (A.9) and (A. 10) for the axial and shear strains along with the fact that
JdS, =
S,
1
21l and SdS, j=
S,,
(A.11)
A=
and
B= I
S,,
(A.12)
(A.13)
in Eqs. (A.12) and (A.13), we get:
( 1 0 2]1 2 2 +2]1 w 2 1W2]2u•+ 2 o j 2 o +2v r -u*+• 2 21 21 211 21 2
(A.14)
+ 2(1-v) u w1 2]
2 t 2ri7 2
1 1
+ u"+ ,o
h 2h
22 w1 2 2
2v[ u0+ u*1 1
1 2 1 2l
+ w0 1120
2h2 (
+ 2(1-v)[tu* + 2hW2]2
Finally Eqs. (A.14) and (A.15) in (A.11) give after simplification the following final
expression for the membrane energy
S2(1 -Etv) [C C4 +  2UWO2 + C3 u*w02 + C4 u*Uo + C5u*2 + C6O 2]
2whe(1rev2
where
11C =
8 13
1
+4
4
1
1C-
2
1
+-
1
+-4
1
2
1
2C3 -I,
and
lr\
8 53
C4
1 5 12 1 4
5 2 r 45 4
1~ i 1 lvx+2 4+ 4
1
C6 = 2
A.4.2 Bending Energy
The bending energy Ub is defined by (Geiger, 1989)
Et3
Ub = 24( 2) dS
where S is the surface area, and 1c. and rc, are the bending curvatures, defined by
and
(A.16)
a wK = y
Because slope discontinuity are not admissible in elastic structures, we need to smooth-
out the edges of the two-degree-of-freedom model developed in Section 2.1.2 on page 18.
The smoothening process is achieved through the use average curvatures (x) avg and
(KY) avg in the calculation.
In general, the average curvature is found as follows:
From geometry,
142
a W
=cx -
ax2
the average curvature is
dO
Kavg S
wosin - W
1
cos 0
For small angle 0, we have cos0 = 1 and sin0 = 0. And Eqs. (A.17) and (A.18) reduce
respectively to
0
Kavg - (A.19)
and
wo0 • W 01 (A.20)
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0
cos 0
where
(A.17)
(A.18)
o
J • Li
n6=const.
Finally, combining Eqs. (A.19) and (A.20) gives the general expression for the average
curvature
av1g 2
Using this result, one can write
(Kx) avg = {(Kx ) avg
(icxl) avg
(Ks)
wo
r12
w0
-
avg =-
;for 05xrl
(A.21)
;for rl <x<r +
(A.22)
Now, Eqs. (A.21) and (A.22) in Eq. (A.16) (the expression for the bending energy) give
EtUb {f[(x)Ub 24(1- V 2)' S
Et3
Ub = 12(1 )12 (1 - v2)
avg + (K) avg] 2dS
Fwo+o W0 2 l2
11~2 ý2 2
+ [ (Kx,,) avg (.Ky) avg]
Si'
+ [ +] 21X2 ý2 2
The areas S, and SIl are shown in Fig. A.2 and were used earlier in the calculation of the
membrane energy.
Finally, the bending energy takes the following form:
2dS}I
Et3 2C7w 2g• =24 (1 - v 2)
where
3c 2-C, =-+ll+Z+C7 ~3 +!l+2 +
A.5 Non-dimensionalization
Starting from the dimensionless parameters defined in Section 2.3 on page 21, that is
_ . - PR - uR
- P u 2Rwh' erD t2
where
Et3D=
12 (1 - v 2)
one can derive all of the following dimensionless parameters
= R- =1-
R
= 1-1- 2
R R(R+ ) 1+ R
and
2 = C2R ;
C5 = C5;
C3  3R;
C6 C6 ;
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2+g
U, = CIR2
C4 = C4 ;
C7 = C7R 2
F1- (I 2
1+
11
+ 8
1 1
4 p
1
C 2 2
1
C3 2
1 8 1+ 1 1
+ + +rz8 3 8 53 4 1
1
2
-2
C4
1 4 1 vr4• 4 •
C= 2
c7 -3 Tr 2+1]+-=_ +L 2+=
Using all above dimensionless parameters, the primary equilibrium path load P, and the
secondary equilibrium path load PII defined by Eqs. (2.19) and (2.20) on page 25 can be
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That is
- 31
-, 8;
+1 +4 1 v+ 4+
2h 4 iS4
written in a non-dimensional form as follows:
Et -P, (1 - v 2) 2 C6-
-2
= 12( 2C 6 -
2C5
Et
S(1 - v 2) 2C6
-2C412
2C5
-- 2
= 12 2CU - •2CU
C,7 C2 C3C4
2 2
ot •• • R 2RC
R 6 - C-2
42 - R2
C3C4
- C{ic~2C5
Uo- C3
C5
A.6 Calculation of Membrane Yield
First, one needs to write the components of the strain tensor in terms of uo only. This
is done by making use of the expressions of u* and wo as function of uo (Eqs. (2.14) and
(2.18) of Section 2.7 on page 30).
The axial and shear strains reduce to the following:
EX Duo + D 2
(D,*) uo 4
EY = D 3U O+D 4 = D3*u o + D4
Dsuo + D 6
exy =
;for 05x5rl
-D 2* ;for rl x<rl+
; everywhere
;for 05 xl5
(D5*) uo + D6* ;for T" x < rl +
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-u2
uot2
R
R
Et3
12 (1 - v2)
R
Et3
12(1 - v 2)
SC 2C 2- C5C3
2 lC5 2 2 41- C5C
1 C3
2ri C5
1 t 2 C7
S 212 
_ 2C3')
C5
C3 C 4(2C2 C5c
3 22 (4C -32
4C 5
1 t'Ct 2 C 7D 4
D6 4C C 3
C5
1 2C2 CC
C,
= (1 C3
1 1 C4
X 2C&C5
+ 2n-) ic•1 t2 7
6 4- C32)
C5
(I
~2X 2
1 C3
22 C5
2, _ 1 - 1 C3 1 t2C7
C•
D3* = D 3
148
where
1 C4D1 = 2iC5
D, -
D2
1 C4D,- 4c C
C3
D I*
2C2 C5C
4C , 3
C5
D4* = D 4
D 5*= 1 C44ýC5
1C3S4 C5
12C C5
2 (4-C3 2)
C5
St 2 C 7
2- 6(4C
, - 3)
Therefore, the yield condition in Section 2.7 on page 30 given by Eq. (2.32) becomes
for the case where 0 5 x < rI as follows:
a, [ (Duo + D2 ) 2 + (D3u0 + D4 ) 2] - a2 (D1u0 + D2) (D3u0 + D4)
+ a3 (Dso +D6) 2 = (O)2
and reduces further to:
Au0 2 +Buo+ [C - I(o1 .2 =0E
A = a1 (D2 + D 32) -a 2D,D 3 + a3D52
B = 2a, (D,D2 + D3D 4) -a 2 (DD 4 + D 2D 3) + 2a3D5D 6
C = a1 (D 22 + 0 42 ) - a2D2 D4 +a3D62
Eq. (A.23) is also valid for the case where lI 5 x < 7T + . One need only to replace the
parameters Di (ý) ; (i = 1, ..., 6 ) by their counterpart D,* (ý) ; (i = 1, ..., 6 ) .
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where
(A.23)
D6* = (1 C3
In what follows, we derive a dimensionless form of Eq. (A.23). Using all previously
defined nondimensional parameters and for the case where 0 5 x 5 rl, one gets:
a1 = a1 =
a 2 = a 2 =
v2 -v+ 1
(1 - v2) 2
V2-4V + 1
(1 - v2) 2
-- 3
a 3 = a 3 - + 2
Di = D1R ;
R2
D4 = D4 2
t
2
D, = DR;
D5 = D5R ;
D 3 = D3R;
R2
D6 = D6 2
A =AR 2  - -2 -- 2S a (D, +D3 ) - 2D 1D 3 + a3D 5
3
B = B- = 2a, (DD 2 + D 3D 4) -a 2 (DD 4 + D 2D 3) + 2a 3DsD6
- R (52 2 2 2C = C = a (D + ) -2D2D4 a3D6
t
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Finally Eq. (A.23) can be rewritten as:
multiplying both sides of the above equation by R7
t
Ruo 2
2
0-- 2Au o + Buo+ C -
+ C- A
10
--0
where p =
R4at
is the slenderness ratio parameter.
Again, Eq. (A.24) is also valid for the case where Ti 5 x < 1r + X. One need only to
replace the parameters D i () ; (i = 1, ... , 6 ) by their following counterparts:
D*
23* R=
4 tD4*-t
3* =R2
D"* = D2*- ;2
t
D3 = D 3*R ;
6* 2
D6  D6 *T
t
2A 2 t
-u2o +- Buo
R R
4
+WC
R4
E =0
leads to
= 0
(A.24)
Figure A.1: Geometric Considerations
Y-H
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Figure A.2: Definition of Areas used in Bending and Membrane Calculations
Appendix B
Calculations Pertinent to Effect of Initial Imperfections
B.1 Displacement and Strain Fields
In Section 3.1 on page 48, the postulated displacement field was described by the follow-
ing expressions,
u* - +uo- + + u* + ii h
;for O0x<rl
;for rl5x<ri5+
v (x, y) = 0 ;everywhere
;for O x<rlq
;for rllx<rl +
;for O<x<rl
;for rl <x<rl +X
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u (x,y) = {
w (x, y) =
iv (x, y)
W 
- ýO(X -Y)
x x Yf·-~
From the theory of moderately large displacement of plates,
1 1
EP = 2 (u, p + u,) + 2 (W' Wp - w.a w,p) (B.1)
and using the above postulated displacement field, one finds the axial and shear strains x,,
Ey, and exy.
B.1.1 Strain ex
Setting a = P = x in Eq. (B.1), one gets
au
x = 
•
Ex
u*
U0
X
2[(awy(. )]1 [( w 2 V)2
-2 Fx ) x
1 w 
- 2+ 0)2 )o
S)2]
;for 0<x<T1
;for rljx<rl +X
U* 1(2 -2
-+ -2 wo
TI 2'r1
Uo
X
2 -2
W o -W o
;for 05xri
(B.2)
;for r <x_<q +X
B.1.2 Strain e,
Setting a = P = y in Eq. (B.1), one gets
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that is
hence,
Ex=
2 X 2IE( w~\'
+•. h,/- W V
avFY12
T -(
SWO
1= 2
\y
;everywhere
;everywhere
B.1.3 Strain Ex,
Setting o = x and f3 = y in Eq. (B.1), one gets
1
x' 2
= 
I
1(
2
c (u* +[1 w
aw aw
Fx Fy
;for 0Ox_<i
;for rli<x<r +)
WO( I~
;for O<x<ir
(B.4)
;for l <xlj +k
that is
hence,
(B.3)
that is
hence,
1
u*
2U
1
2(
+1
+ 2k•
2 -2
W o - W O
2 ~ 2
Wo - w o
2 ["
au av
-Fy yx
u 1u + 2 [( W ) W 0)(-WO)l
B.2 Calculation of Membrane and Bending Energies
Because of symmetry, only half of the plate is considered in the derivation of the mem-
brane and bending energies. The following procedure is identical to the one used in
Appendix A.4 on page 140 for the case of no initial imperfections.
B.2.1 Membrane Energy
Starting from the expressions for the strain field, Eqs. (B.2), (B.3), and (B.4), and the
following definition for the membrane energy,
one finds:
Um = 2 v 2 )I
U =2(l-v 2) (1
Urn, 2 (1-v 2) Lci
+ C 3U* (O2
[ ex
S
2 - 2Wo - Wo )
+ E2 + 2vExy + 2 (1 - v) Ex2 ] dS
0
2
w2 - w
+ C2 0( (B.5)
- 2) + C4u*Uo + C5u*2 + C6u02j
As stated earlier, in this derivation we have followed the exact same steps as in Appen-
dix A.4. Therefore here, for simplicity, the details of the derivation are omitted.
In Eq. (B.5), the parameters C, (ý) ; (i = 1, ..., 6 ) are as follows:
1
C 1 =- 88
1
+-
8
1 1
4 1(
1
22
1
8
1 1
4 h,•
Iv
2
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18
+
8 1
1
C3 22
1 1 1 lvrl
21  4 4
2
15 1k1 0v,
+ +44 4
214· r4
6 2k
B.2.2 Bending Energy
From the definition of the bending energy,
Et 3
Ub 2 (24 (1 - v 2 ) f) .+ 2dS
where one replaces the bending curvatures Kx and K, by the following average curvatures
('x) avg =1(-KXI) avg(KYs,) avg
( K,) avg
Wo - w•o
l2
wo - wO
;for O<x<r!
;for rl <x<il +
wo - wo
the bending energy is found to be
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C4
Et 3U, =  t C (w O - 2Vo)
24 (1 - v2
Here also, the details of the derivation are omitted as the procedure is similar to the
one with no imperfections as described in Appendix A.4.
In Eq. (B.6), the parameter C7 is as follows:
T1  2 5 h 2C 7 = + + + +-3 33 3 3
B.3 Load-deflection Curve
Making use of Eqs. (B.5) and (B.6), the total potential energy defined by
V (UO, Wo) = U.m (U, WO) + Ubý (u0, vv) -
reduces to the following expression
H (Uo, W) = Et2(l -v 2)
+ C4u*u, + C5u*2 + C6U02
Et3
24 (1 - v2 )
The stationary potential energy criteria 61 = 8Uo + a 6u*ýuo 0 u*
an
+ woDw0
applied to the above expression, gives rise to the following system of three nonlinear alge-
braic equations relating P, uo , u*, and wo:
S 0 => P = Et C2 020
uo 1 - v
2
N
- 2 + C 4 u*+ 2C 6u
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02 2
WO + C2o
2  
- 2
W o -- W o + C 3 U* (
_~ 2 1(w0 w0) 2 0
(B.7)
(B.6)
0 2
C, WO -
2 02
w O - W O
S= 0 =ýU* -C 3 (2
- 0 2 C5 uoSu* 2C; w
-A 0 ~ 4C,wwo
awo
2
S2C + 2C C 7 (W
wo - wo )+2C2UOWO+2C3UWo+ 6 0 - w)
Eq. (B.8) in (B.9), and since Wvo # 0 and wo : 0 gives
2C2 - C3 C4
4C -
2C5
t 2 C
( 4C,
6(, 4 C 32
which finally leads to
4C, - 3 C 2
C5 2
u° 2C2-C32 2 C4
C5
t2  C 7
6(2C2 C_3 C4
C-5
Also, Eqs. (B.8) and (B.10) in expression (B.7) gives
Et
1 - v 2
C42C 6 2C5
2C7( C2 C3C4j
4C, - 32C
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and
- 20 C4
-
0-5Uo (B.8)
=0 (B.9)
2 ~ 2
wo - Wo (B.10)
00 O (B.11)
0Wo)(B. 12)
-W2
- w 0 )
From the above two expressions, the load-deflection curve with initial imperfections
effect is constructed.
B.4 Non-dimensionalization of Membrane Yield Condition
In what follows, we derive a dimensionless form of the following expression (Eq.
(3.10) on page 56):
2 Au (l 0A uo + B 1 -wouo + [C( 1 -
a1 (D 12 + D32) - a 2D1,D + a3D 52 ;for 0<x•i
a= (D*22 + *D 2) -a 2D, D3 *+a 3D, 2 ;for rO <x <rl +
2a, (DD 2 + D 3D 4) -a 2 (DD 4 +D 2D3) + 2a 3D5D 6 ;for 0 < x <r
2a, (D,*D 2* + D3*D 4 ) - a 2 (D,*D 4* + D2*D3*)
+ 2a 3D,*D6*
;for ri<x~_<l+k
a, (D22 + D42) -
= a1 (D2* 2 + D4* 2)
a 2D2D4 + a3D62 ;for 0•ýxi•
,2
-a 2D2*D 4* + a3D 6* ; for il < x < i +
and
v2-V 4. 1
a, (1 
-V 2) 2
v2 - 4v + 1
a2  (1 -V 2) 2
3
a3 = + 2(1 + v)
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where
C0F
- E
=0 (B.13)
The parameters Di(Q) ; (i = 1, ... ,6 ) and D,*(5) ; (i = 1, ... ,6 ) are given in
Appendix A.6 on page 147.
Using nondimensional parameters defined in Appendix A.5 on page 145, one gets:
a, = a1 =
a 2 = a2a2 2
V2-V + 1
(1 -V 2) 2
V2 - 4v + 1
(1 -v 2) 2
-- 3
a3 = a3 - 2(1 +v)
D , = DIR ;
R
D 4 = D4 2
t
R2
D 2 = D2 2 ;
t
D5 = D 5R ;
A= AR2 ; S R
3S=B72
D 3 = D 3R;
R
"
D 6 = D67,
t
4,
t
Finally Eq. (B. 13) can be rewritten as:
A 2+ t2
R R
920o )
WOJ =0
0 t4
WO-Uo + - C 1
WoR
E 2
E)
multiplying both sides of the above equation by
Ruo02
72 +B1
Soo (Ruo
t '
+ 1i
-- 2 B(
Au o + B1
leads to
t E h
- E- is theR Go
wo - 0
slenderness ratio parameter, r = , and wo -
t t
162
= 0
where 3 =
r + r =0
w O 4 - 04WO w o P
(B.14)
~ 4
)0 2 _ R •0WO tE4
Appendix C
Calculations Pertinent to Post-Failure Analysis
C.1 Geometric Considerations
From geometry, using Fig. C. 1, we find
2
f3 = -2
2
-p
R
(C.1)
(C.2)
(C.3)
and using the expression for p from Appendix A. 1 on page 135 into Eq. (C.3), we get:
a(c ) = atan R+R +
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C.2 Determination of Angles of Rotation
Referring to Fig. C.2, any section A-A, reveals a tetrahedron ABCD with characteris-
tic angles a, P, •1, and 02. This tetrahedron is shown in Fig. C.3. If we make a cut in
order to reveal the surface DEF in which the lines DE and EF make an angle 02 between
each other, we end up with the tetrahedron shown in Fig. C.4. It is from this tetrahedron
that the angles of rotation are determined.
From the geometry, we have:
(a
cos U cos
x 2 = (a tano) 2 + (a tan-3)2- 2a 2 tanxtan3cosO 2
Combining Eqs. (C.4) and (C.5) to eliminate x 2 gives:
2tan•atan cosO2 = 1( tan ) 2 _ +(cost) 2
1(tan P) 2  (cos(cosP) 2
2tan tan3cos02 = -2+2 +
COS Oa•COS
sin osincos 02 = - cos(cos3 + cos 1
and finally
cos 1 - cosc cosPCOs 02 =
sin a sin p
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x2 =
and
a 2
cost
(C.4)
(C.5)
that is
2coso 1
Cos acos
(C.6)
rr
|
Rotating the tetrahedron ABCD, such that the area ACD lies on the plane of the paper
and performing a similar analysis, we get:
sin 1sin a
Similarly, rotating the tetrahedron ABCD such that the surface ABC lies on the plane
of the paper, we get:
cos a - cos P cos,COs sin =
sin[ sin$, (C.8)
Performing a similar analysis to the tetrahedron revealed by section B-B as shown in
Fig. C.5 gives:
cos 2 - COS 6COSY
sin 8 siny
cos O4 =
cos 6 - cosycos 2
sinysin 2
cosy- cos5 2cos6
sin 2 sin 6
(C.9)
(C.10)
(C.11)
(C.7)
Finally using Eqs. (C.1) and (C.2) in Eqs. (C.9) to (C.11) we get the following final
result for the angles of rotation:
cos P - cos ocos ,
cosO1 --
sin a sin ,
cos , - cos cosfPCOSi 2  sinsinoasin 3
(C.12)
(C.13)
and
cosB - cos4 
cost
COS0 3  COS 2
sin ot
cos0 4 =-" sin osin02
cos a - cos cos ( ,
cos - ni
cos c
cos 05 = -
sin0 2
(C.14)
(C.15)
(C.16)
(C.17)
C.3 Membrane Work Rate
C.3.1 Flange Contribution
As seen in Fig. C.6, the flange of width H compresses a distance uf, therefore Eq.
(4.35) on page 71 becomes
Wa, = 2Nofujds (C.18)
Let us now determine uf from geometry.
xB = 5COS 1 + 14cosiy
YB = lssino, - 14sinl4
(C.19)
(C.20)
(C.21)
(C.22)
xc = 15cos + 14Cos W + cos ( -
Yc = lssin1,-14sin4+ Sin( -x2 II
Also from geometry,
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and
V = 7 - (01 + 02)
Eq. (C.23) in Eqs. (C.19) through (C.22) give:
XB = 15COS ,
-
14COS (41 + 0 2)
YB = l5sin~ - 14sin (01 + 2)
c = 15COS 1-1 4cOS ()1 + 02) + ,sin (0, + 02)
Yc = /ssin -l-4sin (0, + 02) -Xcos (01 + 02)
But
Uf = xc-R
Using Eq. (C.26), we get
Uf = 15cos• 1-l 4COS (01 + 2) + Xsin (, +~2) -R
and differentiation with respect to time gives
uf = -l 5 1 sin, + 14 (*1 + 2) sin (•4 +02) + X(I +2) cos (,~ 1 + 02)
That is,
Uif = 4 1 [- 15sin(j + 14sin (0, + 2) + %cos (• + 0,2)]
+ (2 14 sin (1 + 02) + ,cos ( 1 +02) ]
Now, to eliminate ý2, one makes use of Eq. (4.26) on page 69 in the above expression.
After reduction, we get
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(C.23)
(C.24)
(C.25)
(C.26)
(C.27)
if = 1 E[- s1sin, + l4sin (14 + 02) + Xcos (01 + 02)] +
J1 [14sin (0 + 02) + XCOS (1 + 0- 2)]
sin0 2 (cosacosl - cos ) T(sina) 2 - (COS2) 2
cosacosC2Sin 1 (sin(C) 2 (cos ) 2 + 2cosccos cos¢, - (cosl )
That is,
tf" = 01 f(01, (2)
where
f(ol, 02) = - l5sino + 14sin (0, + 02) + Xcos (41 + 02)
(C.28)
(C.29)
+ [14 sin (01 + 0 2) + Xcos (01 + 0 2)]
sin0c2 (cos CcoS• , - cosp) (sin O) 22 (COS2) 2 2
cosczc s2sin0, 1(sin) 2 - (COS ) 2 + 2cosccospcoso, - (cOSl) 2
Finally Eq. (C.28) in (C.18) gives after integration, the following final result for the
flange contribution to the membrane work rate:
WMoiange = 2NoHdf (0 1 , 02) (C.30)
where f (@1, 02) is given by Eq. (C.29).
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C.3.2 Web Contribution
We assume that the velocity strain is distributed uniformly in the region illustrated by
the shaded area in Fig. C.6, were compression occurs.
Based on this assumption, Eq. (4.35) on page 71 becomes:
WMv"b = 2N oo vgds (C.31)
From geometry,
Uavg = 2( Ux +
that is:
uavg = ux + S Ut i+ 1 (C.32)
Also, from geometry we have;
ux = XB- R = 1scosq 1-14cos (0 1 + 0 2) -R
hence
lix = -ls5 1 sinO1 + 14 (1 + 2) sin (01 + 42)
that is:
lix = P1 [-ls sin 1, + 14sin (0, + 02)] + 42 [14sin (0 +0 2)]
Eliminating )2 in the same manner as done for the flange, one gets:
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(C.33)
Uflu
a, = 41 [-s5 sino, +14sin (, + 2)] +
14sin (1 + 02) sin0 2 (cos acos, - cos ) (sin X) 2 - (cos2 2
cosacos0 2sin Q1 (sina) 2 - (cos p) 2 + 2cosacosf cos , - (Cos4 1) 2
That is,
=x 1 1 02)'
where
g (1, 02) =- - l 5sin(, + 14sin ( + 2) +
14sin (1 + 02) sin0 2 (cosa cos~ - cos ) (sin ) 2 - ( COS2 2
cosOcos02sinoV(sina) 22_ (cos) 2 + 2cosacosfcosl, - (cos 1) 2
Eq. (C.28) and (C.34) in Eq. (C.32) give:
+uavg = L g (O 02) f(1, (,2) ]
That is,
Uavg = 2 [ 'g (019 f2 + 1 2) (C.36)
Finally, Eq. (C.36) in (C.31) give:
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(C.34)
(C.35)
g (1, 02) +WM = 2N( [ (01 , 2 ) ds
and after integration leads to the following final result for the web contribution to the
membrane work rate
WMveb = No, [ (k + 1) g (01, 2) + kf (01, 02)] (C.37)
where f (0 1, 02) is given by Eq. (C.29), and g (0, 12)
C.4 Rate of External Work
The rate of external work is given by
Wex, = PA
From geometry, see Fig. C.6, we get
A = R-y c
Making use of Eq. (C.27), we get:
A = R - 15 sin•, + 14sin (01 + 02) + Xcos (01 + 02)
which after differentiation with respect to time gives,
A = -15 1 cosO + 14 (1 + 2) COS (01 + 02) -- I + 2) sin (• +0 2)
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by Eq. (C.35).
(C.38)
(C.39)
IA = 1I [-/l5cos 1 +l14COs (1 + 2) - sin (O, +0 2)] + ý2 [/ 4 COS (0 1 + 2)
Again, eliminating (2 in the same manner as done in the previous section, one gets:
A = (1 [-l 5 cos, 1 + 14cos (01 +1 2) -Xsin (0, + 2)]
+ )1 [14Cos (01 + 02) - Xsin (0, + 2)]
sin 2 (cosacos I - cos P) (sin) 2 - (cos 2) 2
2sinolJ (sin a) 2 - (cos p) 2 + 2cos acos coso 1 (cos 1) 2l
That is,
A = 4, h (1, 2) (C.40)
where
- 15cos•, + 14 cos (1 + 02) - k sin (01 + 02)
+ [14 cOS (41 + 2) - sin (, + 2)]
sin02 (cosacos°1 - cos ) (sinC)2-(cos 2)2
cosacos 2sin • (sin) 2 (cos3) 2 + 2coscospcoso, - (cos1)
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h (011 2) =
-cos acos
C.5 Crushing Force
The crushing force P is derived by equating the internal work rate to the rate of exter-
nal work.
Wext = Wn = WVVE + WM, + WMflarnge weib (C.41)
To get using Eqs. (4.27) on page 69, (C.30), and (C.37), in Eq. (C.41) the following
expression
Polh (01, 02) 2M0 1
sin1(sinX) 2_ (COsP) 2+ 2cosacosf3cos0, - (cos0 1) 2
S11 (cos3cos 1 -os s) -12 (sin 1) 2
(sin0 2) 2 ( COScos 1 - COS 3)
3 COS O COS 02
+ 15 (cosacos , - cos )
COS a COSs 0 - cosf
4 COS 02
+ 2NoH if (01, 02) +
No)l [ ( + n) g (40 02) + kf (01, 2) 1
Denoting
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sinoV(si(sin a) 2 _ (cos ) 2 + 2coscos 3cos, - (cos 1) 2
[1, (cospcos1 - cosa) -12 (sin4 1 )2
(sin0 2) 2 (COS xOCOS~I - COS 3)
- CO
COS 0 COS (
COs aCOsO1 - cosP
- 02
COS(2
+ 15 (COSaCCOS, - COs P)
the above expression reduces to:
Ph (1, 02) = 2Mok (01, 02) + 2NoHf(01, 02) + No (X + l) g (0,, 02) + NoXf(OD, 02)
That is
P = 2M (,2)
h (4 z, : 2) + No (2H + X) h( 0, 2) + No ( + )  (01 2)h ( 3, )
C.6 Non-dimensionalization
In what follows we derive a dimensionless form of Eq. (C.43).
Staring from the dimensionless parameters defined in Section 2.3 on page 21, that is:
- PR - AR
SR' D' t2 '
where
Et 3
D=
12 (1 - v 2)
(C.43)
k (1 0) (C.42)
tan a R+
= -2a2
- 1, R
R R
R 2R
R
1•+
I, = 1
2
S2R2
R
- 1 
_ 4 -
4 R
= 2R(R- ) = 22(1-)
R
R-P/ I••R- = 1- 2-R
- +
1+
R+
R
; 2= 12
132=
; l- = J2(1-)
; •= 1- 1-•2
-7
A = [1 -lssin + 14sin (0 + 02) + kcos (01 + 0 2)]A t 5 +1
Define:
- R
R = -
t
hence
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To get
(C.44)
(C.45)
(C.46)
12 
-
R
13=
R
(C.47)
(C.48)
F- 15R
15 = R
(C.49)
(C.50)
- 1R
1 -
R
(C.51)
(C.52)
(C.53)
= 12 [1 -lsin, + 1 sin (4 + 2) + cos ( + 4 2 ) ]R [I -15,sino, + l~sin (0 1 + 02) + ý'COS (0 1 + 02)]
tan0 2 =
cos sin 3 sin ,
cos o - cos cos
-C c sin~isin 01 2
CosOc - COSCOS01)
-f(01, 02)f(0t, 2 RR
Therefore,
f(01, 02) = -1sino1 + l4sin (01 + 02) + cos (V + 4 2)
+ [1 sin (01 + 4 2) + kcos (01 + 02)]
sin0 2 (cos°ecos41 - cos ) (sin°a) 2 - (cos0 2
coso cos 02sisi n (S ) 2 - (cos ) 2 + 2cosccos cos4 1 - (cos0 1) 2
g( , 2)g ( (1, 22)R
Therefore,
S(01, 02) = - l5 sin0 1 + 14sin (01 + 2) +
14sin (01 + 02) sin02 (cosocosO1 - cos P) V(sin) 2 - (COS 2) 2
coscXcos0 2 sin (Sin 2 (cos) 2 + 2COsecPcos ,cos - (cos 1) 2
h (0, 02)= h (0R, 02)R
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(C.55)
(C.56)
(C.57)
(C.54)
Therefore,
h (1, 02) = - C5 cos 1 + 14cOS (0 + 02) - ksin (0, + 42) (C.58)
+ [l 4 cos (~ 1 + 0 2) - sin (1 +0 2)]
sin02 (COS 1•XcOs - COs P) (sin )2- (COS02) 2 j
cos acos 02sinoq (sinC) 2_- (cos 3) 2+ 2cosacos 3coso1 - (cos01) 2
Rk (, 2R
Therefore,
__ _2
sin, ( sina) 2 - (cos ) 2 + 2cosecos 3cos 1KI (cos3cos, 1 - cosoa) - 1 (sin, ) 2
(C.59)
- (cosO1) 2
-(sin 2) 2 (coso2cos - cos ) -COSCOSC - COSC
S3 COS cos 0 2 4 COS 02
+ 15 (cos(acos04 - cos p)
- PR 12(1-v 2)R
D Et3
And making use of Eq. (C.43), we get
- 12 (1 - v 2) R
Et3
k (01, 02)2Mo +No(2H + ) f (% 2h (01, 02)
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+NoR (? + 1) g 2) 1hI ,
Define,
- HH=-R
and use:
Got 2
Mo 4
where co is the material flow stress, to get
P = 12 (1- v 2)
[ot 2k ( , 0 2) + otR (22 4+ aotR (2H
- g (01, 02 )
+ cotR (X + rl)
h (41 , 2)
1 aoR2 Et
co R 2
+2
Et2
k (0, 2) crR+ GO(2Hh(0 1, 2) Et2 H
+ h (1 , , 2)h(0102)
Multiply and divide the right hand side of the above equation by or (material yield
strength) and use Eq. (C.53) along with the following new dimensionless parameter
- croC(Y(YY (C.62)
to finally get:
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(C.60)
and N o = ro t
- 12 (1 -v 2)RP Et3
Et3
that is
hf(~1, )2)
+ ) f(l, 02)h (0i, 0 ) (C.61)
12(1-v 2  1= 2 ( 1- 2) - k(,, 02) + (2H+X) f (0 1, 2) + (X,+r)g , (, 2) (C.63)
tE
where 3 - is the slenderness ratio parameter as introduced in Section 2.7 on
page 30.
C.7 Geometric Limitations
A geometric limitation should be imposed on the crushing process. The degree of free-
dom for the process is exhausted when hinge line four is about to move out-of-plane. Our
model is valid up to that point. This limit occurs when the fourth hinge line rotation angle
04 reaches 72"
From Eq. (C. 15), one gets
02min -
which in turn using Eq. (4.28) on page 69 gives
(coscosin 3) sin imin + (cos 3 ) cos5l mi - cosX = 0 (C.64)
Set:
A = cosasin3
B = cos 0
C = -cosa
and define:
1 _-t2  
_ 2tt = tan ;which implies that cosmin 1 + t2 and sinlm•-, 11ý2 ;mn I+ t2 1m + t2
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to reduce Eq. (C.64) to the following quadratic equation
(C-B)t2 +2At+ (C+B) = 0
The root of the above expression that ensures, 01min < , a < ,and <•< is2' 2
cos a sin [ + cos sin a
cos a + cos
from which 0lmin is found as follows:
mn = 2atan cosasin + cos[3sina2atan cos + cos JP
The other geometrical limit Plmax is found at the instant when the second and third
hinge lines are just about to move out-of-plane. That is
(C.66)limax = O +
180
(C.65)
RFigure C.I: Geometric Considerations
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Figure C.2: Tetrahedron Used in the Bending Calculation
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Figure C.5: Another Tetrahedron Used in the Bending Calculation
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Appendix D
Calculations Pertinent to Experimental Study
D.1 Determination of Radius-to-thickness Ratio
The purpose is to find a practical range of radius to thickness ratio R/t. For this we
use the average ratio of three typical ships.
1) San Clemente (class of ships):
89,700 DWT, Longitudinally framed double bottom only (Not double sided).
From Fig. D.1, we have bilge area radius R=8'-3", plating thickness tp=0.875", and trans-
verse frame thickness tTF=0.5 2 ".
Average frame/plating thickness:
tp + tTF 0.875 + 0.52 = 0.6975"2 0.6975"
2 2
And,
99
0.6975
R141.93 -> - = 142
t
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2) Chevron Oregon (Actual ship name):
At typical transverse oil tight bulkhead (see Figs. D.2 and D.3), we have the average thick-
ness of the plate (this is done because the plate thickness is missing from the drawing) to
be
0.82 + 0.88
tp 2 = 0.85
And the average bulkhead/plating thickness is:
tp + tBHD _ 0.85 + 0.46 = 0.655"t 2 20.6552 2
Hence,
84
0.655 = 128.2 -= = 128
3) Paul Buck (Class of ships, T5 tankers):
41,584 DWT. Conventional Double Hull
From Fig. D.4, we have:
Average frame/plating thickness:
St+ tTF _ 0.58 +0.47
2 2
72.5
0.525
R138.09 =- - = 138
t
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And,
= 0.525"
Table D. 1 summarizes the radii-to-thickness ratios for the bilge areas of the three ships.
Table D.1: Radius-to-thickness Ratios
Vessel R/t Average R/t
San Clemente 142
Chevron Oregon 128 136
Paul Buck 138
In designing the specimen the target radius-to-thickness ratio is the calculated average:
R
- = 136
t
D.2 Aircraft Fuselage and Submarines R/t Ratios
A typical aircraft or submarine bulkhead is very complex and contains numerous
details. Although many items, such as brackets, are primarily for local effects they still
contribute to the overall crushing strength. However, for the target scale ratio of the speci-
men, many of theses details were not practical. The issue was resolved by smearing (area-
wise) all the details and including their effect via an equivalent thickness. This leads an
R
order of magnitude of the radius-to-thickness ratio, -, in submarines and aircraft as fol-
tlows:
lows:
R
- = 198, for submarines.
t
R
- = 210, for aircraft.
t
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These results are based on rough estimates made from data found in Lusted et al.
(1994) for submarines, and in Torenbeek (1982) for aircraft.
D.3 Operation of the Test Equipment
D.3.1 Instron Test Machine Preparation
All experiments were performed on a 20,000 lb capacity (model TTDL), screw-driven,
universal test machine. The test machine lacks documentation and calibration procedures
was required prior to conducting any experiments. A major concern was the validity of the
different test ranges offered by the Instron machine. Test ranges available were: 500,
1000, 2000, 4000, 10000, and 20000 lbs. Connecting a voltmeter to the output jack, the
various calibration and offset values at each of the different load scales were observed and
the system was tested to assure linearity of output data.
Another issue of concern was the calibration procedures used to set the zero and full
load voltages at each load scale. In the past, the Instron has been calibrated using a chart
recorder and eye judgment. the chart recorder, however, has been previously damaged and
repaired. since the machine is no longer supported by the manufacturer, the chart recorders
accuracy is suspect. to avoid using the chart recorder as the calibration method, the Instron
output required validation against a known load cell. This would allow validation of a cal-
ibration using output voltages and the ZERO and CALIBRATION features of the
machine.
The accuracy of the crosshead speed was also important. The Instron machine does not
monitor displacement with time. Maxwell (1993) performed a check on the crosshead dis-
placement with a dial indicator and found the accuracy within ±4%. A repeat test was
performed that correlated well and considered adequate for this set of experiments.
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To test the linearity of the load cell output and the accuracy of the test machine and
calibration technique, a 1,000 lb load cell was secured to the crosshead and Instron load
cell for a tension test. The calibration of the 1,000 lb load cell was known from previous
calibration tests. The load scale selected was 500 lbs. Using the ZERO button, the no load
output voltage of the Instron was set at 0.OV. By depressing the CALIBRATION button
and adjusting the adjoinnig knob, the full load (500 lb) voltage was set at 2.OV. The load
cells were connected to separate voltmeters and data was taken manually. Testing con-
sisted of applying a small crosshead displacement and recording the Instron and attached
load cell output voltages. No gain or signal conditioning was conducted on either output
with the exception of the 1 Hz filter on the Instron output. The test range was 0 to 1,000
lbs (or 0 to 4V) on the Instron to allow verification of linear output at twice the set load
scale. Values were recorded in both the ascending (increasing tension) and descending
operations. An analysis of the obtained data, showed linearity was well established with
errors in both the ascending and descending operations of less than 0.5%.
Also, the error between the expected value of 2.0 V at 500 lbs on the Instron and that
actually measured is less than 1%. This is acceptable for the experiment and the Instron
was calibrated based on this test in all subsequent experiments. Specific calibration proce-
dures are detailed in the next section.
D.3.2 Instron Test Machine Operation
The Instron machine requires at least 30 minute warm-up period. Both the AMPLI-
DYNE and MAIN POWER switches must be energized to begin this period. The machine
settings were arranged as outlined in Yahiaoui et al. (1994). It is recommended that the
test machine be set up in the proper configuration before energizing the machine.
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To initially calibrate the universal testing machine, connect the 1 Hz output line to a
voltmeter set to receive at least 2V DC. Set the load scale to 500 lbs and adjust the ZERO
control knob until the output is OV. Depress the CALIBRATION button to see what the
output voltage value is for 500 lbs. Holding the CALIBRATION button depressed, adjust
the CALIBRATION control knob until the voltmeter reads 2.0V. Recheck the zero setting
and repeat the above steps until there is no change in the two settings. Increase the load
scale to 1,000 lbs and re-zero the machine as above. Depressing the CALIBRATION but-
ton should now read 1.OV. Therefore, 1V is equal to a 500 lb force. Repeat this procedure
until the appropriate load scale is reached. For example, at the 10,000 lb scale, the calibra-
tion with a zero offset should read 0.1V indicating 0.1V equals 500 lbs and 2V equals a
10,000 lb load. This terminates the calibration procedure.
D.4 Determination of the Stiffness of the Instron Machine
In order to determine the influence of the Instron machine stiffness on the recorded
data, a test has been conducted. The test was configured in the same manner as the three
crush tests. However, instead of the specimen, we lied on the machine cross-head a steel
cylindrical rod of 3 in. diameter. The rod was oriented such that its axis and the axis of the
indenter were at right angles (see Fig. D.5). As shown in the figure, we denote the diame-
ter of the indenter by D2 and the displacement of its center by yD2. The rod's diameter is
denoted by D1 and the displacement of its center by YD . Finally, the displacement of the
point of contact is referred to as Ycontac,. Fig. D.6 is the experimental data from the
indenter's radius of 2 in.
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In what follows, we show how we use this information to correct the experimental
results of the bulkhead tests. We do this for the case where the indenter's radius is 2 in.
and only for the point of peak load in the second bulkhead test.
At the Peak load, P= 10,983 Newtons, the recorded screw motion for the bulkhead test
was 1.735 mm. From this value, to get the real specimen displacement, one needs to sub-
tract the deflection of the Instron machine. This deflection, at the load P=10,983 Newtons,
is found from the stiffness test.
From Fig. D.6, one gets the recorded screw motion during the stiffness test at the oper-
ating load P=10,983 Newtons. The value is 1.695 mm. From this value we subtract the
theoretical deflection (ycontact -YDI) = 0.035mm, found as described in Raymond and
Young (1975). In the formula given in the reference, the young modulus of the indenter is
assumed to be infinite in order to have a theoretical magnitude of the real displacement of
the rod.
In summary, the displacement of the Instron machine is 1.66 mm which when sub-
tracted from the screw motion for the bulkhead test leads the following value for the real
displacement of the specimen:
Specimen Displacement = 0.075mm
D.5 Determination of Initial Imperfections magnitude
A non-contact laser displacement sensor was used to measure the magnitude of the
specimen initial imperfections caused by welding distortions. The main features of the
laser displacement sensor used in this experiment are shown in Table D.2.
Table D.2: Main Features of the Laser Displacement Sensor
Maker KEYENCE Corporation
Sensor Head Model LB-081
Controller Model LB-1101
Light Source Semi-conductor Laser
Wave Length: 780 nm
Reference Distance 80 mm
Measuring Range l15mm
Linearity 0.25% of ES.
Resolution 8 gtm
Response Frequency 36 Hz
The KEYENCE laser displacement sensor, model LB-081, is a high accuracy mea-
surement device which operates under fuzzy logic control.
A 486 PC compatible microcomputer was used to collect the data from the laser dis-
placement sensor via an analog to digital converter. Measurements of out-of-plane initial
imperfections were made at several locations. As shown in Fig. D.7, initial imperfections
of the order of 4 mm (about 3.5 the thickness of the specimen) were detected. For the
interested reader, Goktug (1994) gives a good description of the principles of the non-con-
tact laser displacement used in this investigation.
This experiment was conducted in order to establish a reasonable estimate of the initial
imperfections magnitude of the tests specimen. This estimate is used when comparing the
theoretical findings with the experimental results.
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D.6 Tensile Test Results
Tensile tests results are reported here for the two material thickness used in fabrication
of the flanged semi-circular and rectangular specimens (Yahiaoui et. al., 1994).
A total of eight specimens were tested: four for each thickness with two each in the
transverse and longitudinal direction to the roll axis. The tests were conducted in accor-
dance with ASTM specifications A370. The test specimen dimensions are shown in Fig.
D.8. The reported results include yield strength (YS), tensile strength (TS), percent elon-
gation, and the accompanying engineering stress-strain curves, as shown in Table D.3 and
Figs. D.9 to D.16.
Table D.3: Tensile Test Specimen Properties
OrientationSpecimen Thickness Orientation 0.2% YS TS %
No. (mm) (from roll (N/mm 2 ) (N/mm 2) Elongation
axis)
1 0.749 00 244.8 328.9 41.3
2 0.749 00 180.0 329.6 41.0
3 0.749 900 175.8 319.9 41.3
4 0.749 900 176.5 319.2 39.4
5 1.130 900 211.7 332.3 38.5
6 1.130 900 213.1 334.4 37.3
7 1.130 00 229.6 338.5 38.0
8 1.130 00 207.5 333.7 38.5
Conversion Factor: 0.006895 (N/mm 2) = lpsi
The results of Table D.3 can be averaged for each thickness as shown in Table D.4.
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Table D.4: Tensile Test Specimen Averaged Properties
Thickness AverageAverage %0.2% YS TS(mm) (N/m 2 ) (N/m 2 ) Elongation(N/mm2) (N/mm2)
0.749 194.3 324.4 40.8
1.130 215.5 334.8 38.1
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Figure D.5: Experimental Set-up
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Figure D.9: Engineering Stress-Strain Curve for Specimen 1
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Figure D.10: Engineering Stress-Strain Curve for Specimen 2
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Figure D.11: Engineering Stress-Strain Curve for Specimen 3
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Figure D.12: Engineering Stress-Strain Curve for Specimen 4
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Figure D.13: Engineering Stress-Strain Curve for Specimen 5
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Figure D.14: Engineering Stress-Strain Curve for Specimen 6
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Figure D.15: Engineering Stress-Strain Curve for Specimen 7
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Figure D.16: Engineering Stress-Strain Curve for Specimen 8
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